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CHAPTER I 

THE WRITER AND HER WORKS 

Elena Poniatowska, twentieth-century Mexican 

journalist, novelist, and interviewer, has added a 

variety of literary works to a growing body of 

socially-committed works of art aimed at interpreting 

contemporary Mexico. She herself was born in Paris in 

1933 to a French father of royal Polish origin and a 

Mexican mother. The family moved to Mexico when Elena 

was eight or nine years old. French was her first 

language, and her second language was English. She 

learned to speak Spanish from her nanny. Her 

international background and experiences lend an 

objective perspective to modern Mexican literature. 

She is, nevertheless, by choice Mexican, and she 

appears to be vitally interested in all aspects of life 

in her chosen country. She is, above all, a writer 

dedicated to investigating and revealing social 

problems in her country. 

Her earliest publications do not reveal her 

social commitment. Her first book, Lilus Kikus, 

published in 1954, is a book of short stories told from 

the point of view of a young girl. The book was 

republished in 1967 under the title Los cuentos de 
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Lilus Kikus. The author states in an interview with 

Teresa Mendez-Faith that the stories are 

autobiographical, based on events in her own life and 

in the lives of her friends (55). In 1956 the author 

attempted a drama with the title of Meles x Teleo. In 

1961 she published a series of interviews she had done 

for Excelsior and Novedades with a variety of artists, 

intellectuals, and politicians: Alfonso Reyes, Lazaro 

Ca'rdenas, Diego Rivera, Alfonso Caso, Carlos Pellicer, 

David Alfaro Siqueiros, Juan Rulfo, Carlos Chavez, 

Fran(^ois Mauriac, Luis Bunuel, Cesare Zavattini, Alejo 

Carpentier, and Pablo Casals. In this work, Palabras 

cruzadas, as in all of her works, the author invents, 

interprets, and reconstructs. Poniatowska, speaking 

about her creations, confirms that she does not allow 

the need to portray factual information to get in the 

way of good writing: 

No soy antropologa o sociologa. 
Asi que no se en realidad lo que 
hago. Pero trato de hacerlo con 
tanta certeza y exactitud como sea 
posible. La unica vez en la que no 
invente nada fue cuando el 
terremoto. (D'Adesky 5) 

In 1963 Elena Poniatowska began her tradition of 

writing more socially committed works. Todo empezo el 

domingo consists of a series of incidents depicting the 

author's observations on the lives of the poor. From 



this point, Poniatowska devotes her writing skill and 

energy to exposing problems in society. Hasta no verte 

Jesus mio, an enormously successful novel first 

published in 1969, appeared in its twenty-fourth 

edition in 1985. This novel is based on a series of 

interviews carried out over a period of more than a 

year with a woman the author met in a laundromat. The 

protagonist, Jesusa Palancares, narrates events 

covering the time from the Revolution to the time of 

the interviews. Several social problems are addressed 

in this novel. All of them are closely related, and 

most have to do with omnipresent poverty: the problems 

of the provincial populace, of the urban poor, of 

ignorance, of the Revolution, of family structure, and 

of the treatment of women. 

A documentary based on a collection of personal 

testimonies of people touched by the Student Movement 

of 1968 that culminated in a massacre at Tlatelolco was 

published under the title J^ noche de Tlatelolco in 

1971. While the work is considered a documentary, the 

technique is typical of the new journalism style of 

selecting and arranging information from various 

sources into a creative text that attempts presenting a 

truth not slavishly bound to objectivity. The problems 

addressed deal primarily with a government afraid to 

allow criticism. Corollary problems of the family 



structure, abandonment, and the treatment of women also 

appear. Another work appearing in 1976 dramatizes the 

plight of the Russian painter with whom Diego Rivera 

lived in Paris for ten years. This epistolary novel, 

titled Querido Diego, te abraza Quiela, deals not only 

with the emotional relationship, but also with more 

universal problems of urban poverty, displacement, 

abandonment, and existential solitude. Two additional 

books, Be^ noche vienes and Gaby Brimmer were published 

in 1978. The former is a collection of short stories 

and the latter a biographical account of a young 

paraplegic. This book has been dramatized in a film, 

shown on December 15, 1987, in Mexico City to benefit 

the "Asociacion Pro Paralitico Cerebral" ("Homenaje"). 

In 1980, Fuerte es el silencio appeared, containing 

five documentary accounts depicting current problems in 

Mexico. The problems presented in this book include 

displacement, the urban poor, the homeless, the 

unemployed and the underemployed, the desaparecidos and 

political prisoners. El_ ultimo guajolote presents a 

verbal and photographic representation of the street 

vendors of Mexico City. This work, along with Domingo 

siete, based on a series of interviews with the 

presidential candidates in the 1982 election, appeared 

in 1982. 



Poniatowska received the "Premio Mazatldn" in 1970 

for Hasta no verte Jesus mio, the "Premio Villaurrutia" 

in 1970 for ^ noche de Tlatelolco, the "Premio de 

Periodismo" from Revista Siempre in 1973 and the 

"Premio Nacional de Periodismo" in 1978 in the 

interview category. She appeared in a PBS program 

dedicated to today's Latin American writers in 1987. 

She has been included in some critical studies, most of 

which are devoted to Latin American women writers. Two 

unpublished dissertations focusing on Mexican women 

writers have dedicated one chapter each to 

Poniatowska's works. A dissertation by Beth Ellen 

Jorgensen represents a thorough study of three of 

Poniatowska's works. Her study deals in detail with 

the language and narrative structure and their 

ideological implications in Palabras cruzadas, Hasta no 

verte Jesus mio, and IJ£ noche de Tlatelolco. 

Poniatowska's court of admirers grows steadily, but she 

has not yet received the acclaim that her inventiveness 

and skill warrant. 

This study will concentrate on the element of 

silence and its sociological effects on individuals in 

Fuerte es el silencio, Hasta no verte Jesus mio, La 

noche de Tlatelolco, and Querido Diego, te abraza 

Quiela. I chose these four works for their stylistic 

variations on a common theme. Fuerte es el silencio 



chronicles a variety of events and situations: 

displacement of the poor, the Student Movement of 1968, 

a hunger strike protesting the holding of political 

prisoners, the "desaparecidos," and a squatter 

settlement. Hasta no verte Jesus mio is written in the 

form of a confession of an illiterate peasant woman who 

suffers from the effects of poverty. Îa noche de 

Tlatelolco offers multiple perspectives of the massacre 

at Tlatelolco in 1968, using new journalist techniques 

of arranging accounts from various media to present the 

story. Querido Diego, te abraza Quiela narrates in 

epistolary form the story of an obsessive, destructive 

love for Diego Rivera experienced by the Russian 

painter Angelina Beloff. 

I have chosen a socioliterary approach to the 

study of these works. I see socioliterary analysis as 

recognition that no individual has completely original 

thoughts. The individual merely builds on the 

inheritance of the culture of whichShe is a part. The 

author of literary works presents his thoughts, which 

are interpretations of the legacy of the knowledge of 

generations. The knowledge is filtered through the 

author's level of literacy, social status, and purpose 

in writing. In order to qualify as literature worthy 

of analysis, a work must reflect that the author has 

paid careful attention to its forms, styles, and 



meanings. Identification of a work as worthy of a 

sociological interpretation further requires that the 

author has grasped the forms, styles, and meanings as 

products of a particular history. Further, the writer 

intends to influence the culture about which he 

2 writes. 

In the four works analyzed in this study, I see 

concern expressed by Poniatowska with the barriers that 

humans (especially twentieth-century Mexicans) create 

to silence communication. Barriers to communication 

have throughout history silenced discussion of social 

problems. These same barriers have silenced as well 

possible solutions to the problems of poverty, 

treatment of women, and existential solitude. A lack 

of discussion invites each person to make a narrow 

interpretation of the issues according to his own 

experiences. Thus, the barriers circumvent our 

benefitting from the knowledge of former generations. 

I use Poniatowska's treatment of this theme as a 

unifying factor for my study. The first chapter 

defines the silence I discern in the works and gives an 

overview of Poniatowska's ideas and specific 

applications of the ideas. The second chapter, 

treating the silence of poverty, places the works in 

their historical perspective by discussing Mexico's 

history of silencing the poor. Presentation of 
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precedents for silencing are followed by a discussion 

of examples Poniatowska introduces to support her 

thesis that the poor have been silenced. The third 

chapter (that of the silent female) also places in its 

historical context the problem of barriers to 

communication between the sexes. This chapter 

discusses the author's use of negative and positive 

role models for the female recognizing a need for 

self-actualization. The fourth chapter analyzes the 

individual in the context of his alienation and 

abandonment in the twentieth century. 



Notes 

1. 
Martha 0. Loustanau, "Mexico's Contemporary Women 

Novelists," diss., U of New Mexico, 1973. and 
Rinda Rebeca Stowell Young, "Six Representative Women 
Novelists of Mexico, 1960-1969," diss., U of 
Illinois-Urbana Champaign, 1975. 

2-r ^ 

I have constructed this definition, using the 
ideas of Terry Eagleton, Karl Mannheim, and Jean Paul 
Sartre. Specific quotations follow: 

The first point which we now have to emphasize is 
that the approach of the sociology of knowledge 
intentionally does not start with the single individual 
and his thinking in order then to proceed directly in 
the manner of the philosopher to the abstract heights 
of 'thought as such.' Rather, the sociology of 
knowledge seeks to comprehend thought in the concrete 
setting of an historical-social situation out of which 
individually differentiated thought only very gradually 
emerges. Thus, it is not men in general who think, or 
even isolated individuals who do the thinking, but men 
in certain groups who have developed a particular style 
of thought in an endless series of responses to certain 
typical situations characterizing their common 
position. 

Strictly speaking it is incorrect to say that the 
single individual thinks. Rather it is more correct to 
insist that he participates in thinking further what 
other men have thought before him." Karl Mannheim, 
Ideology and Utopia: An Introduction to the Sociology 
of Knowledge, trans. Louis Wirth and Edward Shils (New 
York: Harcourt Brace, 1936), 3. 

"The sociology of literature concerns itself 
chiefly with what might be called the means of literary 
production, distribution and exchange in a particular 
society--how books are published, the social 
composition of their authors and audiences, levels of 
literacy, the social determinants of 'taste'. It also 
examines literary texts for their 'sociological' 
relevance, raiding literary works to abstract from them 
themes of interest to the social historian.. . . Its 
[Marxist criticism's] aim is to explain the literary 
work more fully; and this means a sensitive attention 
to its forms, styles and meanings. But it also means 
grasping those forms, styles and meanings as the 
products of a particular history." Terry Eagleton, 
Marxism and Literary Criticism (Berkeley: U of 
California Press, 1976), 2-3. 
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CHAPTER II 

LANGUAGE AND SILENCE 

Effective communication occurs between individuals 

or groups of individuals when all are using and 

understand a common code. The code requires that a 

message comprised of a system of well-chosen words 

along with accurately placed silences and perfectly 

modulated tone be expertly transmitted and received. 

The transmitter creates and sends the message. The 

recipient accepts and analyzes the message and 

constructs an equally skillful response. The balance 

required to maintain effective communication is 

delicate. Any slight deviation in either choice of 

words or placement of silences or alteration of tone is 

likely to result in a barrier to communication. 

Unintentional barriers can easily appear when the 

receiver has a different connotation of a single word 

than does the transmitter or when the transmitter 

neglects a meaningful placement of silence. Barriers 

to communication exist between social classes because 

members of the classes do not understand each other's 

codes. Intentional abuse of words or silence or tone 

creates rifts that seldom heal. Words shouted in 

11 
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anger, for example, can do irreparable damage to a r< r ̂  

delicately balanced line of communication. Silence .. Z 
<Z V ' Z 

cluttered with empty words blocks receipt of the v v 

message. An extended silence or refusal to respond ^-^ yS 
X ^ 

invites misinterpretation. An attempt to silence the 

message before it is sent or to intercept the message 

before it reaches its intended receiver likewise 

destroys communication. 

The relationship between speech and silence in 

communication presents an age-old problem for scholars 

The delicate balance between silence and the word has 

provided content and theme for many artistic creations 

Carlyle, speaking of symbols (a silent form of 

communication), makes the following observation about 

speech and silence: 

In a Symbol there is concealment 
and yet revelation: here 
therefore, by Silence and by Speech 
acting together, comes a double 
significance. And if both the 
Speech be itself high, and the 
Silence fit and noble, how 
expressive will their union be! 
(Sartor Resartus 165; 111,3) 

T. S. Eliot expresses poetically the balance between 

the word and silence: 

Against the Word the unstilled world still 
whirled 

About the center of the silent Word. 
0 ray people, what have I done unto thee. 
Where shall the word be found, where will 
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the word 
Resound? Not here, there is not enough 
silence 
("Ash Wednesday" V) 

The balance has been destroyed. Repression of the word 

prevents communication. In prose style, Max Picard 

discusses the theoretical relationship of silence and 

language: 

When language is no longer 
related to silence it loses its 
source of refreshment and renewal 
and therefore something of its 
substance. Language today seems to 
talk automatically, out of its own 
strength, and, emptying and 
scattering itself, it seems to be 
hastening to an end. There is 
something hard and obstinate in 
language today, as though it were 
making a great effort to remain 
alive in spite of its emptiness. 
There is also something desperate 
in it, as though it were expecting 
its emptiness to lead it to a 
relentless end, and it is this 
alternation of obstinacy and 
despair which makes it so restless. 
By taking it away from silence we 
have made language an orphan. The 
tongue we speak today is no longer 
a mother-tongue but rather an 
orphaned tongue. (41) 

It is generally accepted that silence is the 

stronger of the two elements. The existence of silence 

predates language. Picard says, "Silence can exist 

without speech, but speech cannot exist without 
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silence" (28). Carlyle makes the following 

observation on the relationship between speech and 

silence: 

Speech is too often not, as the 
Frenchman defined it, the art of 
concealing Thought; but of quite 
stifling and suspending Thought, so 
that there is none to conceal. 
Speech too is great, but not the 
greatest. As the Swiss Inscription 
says: Sprechen ist silbern. 
Schweigen ist golden (Speech is 
silvern. Silence is golden); or as 
I might rather express it: Speech 
is of Time, Silence is of Eternity. 
(Sartor Resartus 164: 111,3) 

Silence, then, provides the basis for all 

communication. The communication accomplished through 

silence, however, is colored by our concepts of 

language. Silence can be comforting, but more often it 

is seen as something to fear. It is frequently related 

to death and the grave. People appear to be 

uncomfortable in the face of silence. Whether the 

silence be comfortable or uneasy, its power and ability 

to communicate cannot be doubted. 

The theoretical approaches possible for a study of 

the interchange between silence and the word are 

endless. The mechanical placement of spaces in oral 

and written speech affect the message. Body language 

affects the message. Attitude of one individual toward 
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another affects his placement of words and silence. 

Elena Poniatowska's interest in the effects of the 

1 

destruction of the line of communication centers on the 

abuse of the element of silence. She is aware of the 

power of silence. The title Fuerte es el silencio 

presents an unmistakable statement of her belief in 

that power. Numerous direct references to silence in 

texts reinforce her message that silence is powerful. ^ 

In less obvious ways the author presents the same 

message. In Querido Diego, te abraza Quiela the reader 

sees the message in action. All of the effusion of 

words in the letters to Diego are no match for the 

silent message sent by the painter. Angelina goes 

through the process of atterapting to receive the 

message she wants to hear: she makes excuses for his 

silence, imputing all the possible explanations she can 

dredge up. Even knowing that Diego was unfaithful to 

her while they lived together in Paris and that he has 

found a new love in Mexico, still she attempts to 

extract from his silence an omen that he cares. 

Finally, the strength of the silence overpowers her 

protests. She has to accept the message implicit in 

the silence. The silence is infinitely stronger than 

her words. 

The fear inherent in our conception of silence is 

expressed in J^ noche de Tlatelolco. The communication 
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accomplished by the students' silent demonstration was 

received by Diaz Ordaz's regime. The message sent and 

received was that the students had the power to 

organize. The ability to organize more than six 

thousand young persons into one silent unity 

represented no small feat. The author recalls the 

silent demonstration as follows: 

los miro a traves de una cortina de 
lluvia, o sera de lagrimas, igual a 
la de Tlatelolco; no alcanzo a 
distinguir sus heridas, que bueno, 
ya no hay orificios, ni 
bayonetazos, ni balas expansivas; 
los veo nublados pero si oigo sus 
voces, oigo sus pasos, pas, pas, 
pas, paaaaas, paaaaaas, como en la 
raanifestacion del silencio, toda la 
vida oire esos pasos que avanzan; 
muchachas de mini con sus jovenes 
piernas quemadas por el sol, 
maestros sin corbata, muchachos con 
el sueter amarrado a la cintura, al 
cuello. . . 

Nobody present at that demonstration could have missed 

the power of that unified silence. Government 

officials eager to impress the world with their ability 

to control the domestic situation could not afford to 

ignore the demonstration. They were self-conscious 

about the scrutiny they were receiving as a result of 

hosting the 1968 Olympic games. Their solution to the 

problem was to create a silence much stronger than that 

of the students' silent demonstration. The creation of 
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that official silence resulted in the massacre of 

students at Tlatelolco. 

Rosario Ibarra de Piedra, whose story is presented 

by Poniatowska in Fuerte es el silencio, gives evidence 

that deliberate abuse of silence seldom provides 

long-term answers. Rosario's son was silenced by 

disappearance. Rosario, then, gave up everything to 

dedicate herself to the cause of calling attention to 

the plight of those who had been silenced. So 

powerfully in place was the official government policy 

of silencing opposition that Rosario was unsuccessful 

in her attempt to find her son. Nevertheless, her 

tenacity proves difficult to combat. Usual silencing 

tactics are unsuccessful against her determination. 

Frustration over the destruction of coraraunication 

lines often raanifests itself in body language, another 

forra of silent attempts to communicate. Tears are 

traditionally considered feminine forms of expressing 

frustration and sensitivity. Men, on the contrary, use 

tears rarely if at all. And the only proper use 

(stereotypically) is to express anger. Women, it has 

been thought, lack the capacity for meaningful 

arrangement of words. Therefore, they must rely on 

silent forms of communication such as tears. Angelina 

Beloff is the only one of Poniatowska's women who uses 

tears to express sadness and sensitivity. Rosario 
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Ibarra de Piedra deliberately represses tears to avoid 

being written off as an emotional female. Jesusa 

Palancares says that she uses tears only in anger. 

Tears, it seems, replace the words in many instances 

that have been silenced. Historically, silence has 

been touted as a virtue in women. Sophocles granted 

the following line to Tecmessa in A j a x: "Woraan, a 

woman's decency is silence" (224; I, 293). Anatole 

France wistfully yearns for the silence of women: "We 

have medicines to make women speak; we have none to 

make them keep silence" (The Man who Married â  Dumb 

Wife II,iv). 

Other forms of body language are used when people 

are frustrated by the lack of a unified code for 

communication. Poniatowska tells in Fuerte es el 

silencio of establishing an extremely tenuous line of 

communication with a political prisoner from a lower 

social class than that of the author. The code breaks 

down, and the two engage in some hostile exchanges. 

Desiring to re-establish communication, the prisoner 

did a dance to a non-existent tune to mollify the 

interviewer's hostility. The dance finished, the two 

once again attempt words: 

--6Le gusta a usted el baile? 
--No. Lo hice por usted, para 

entretenerla. 
-- ̂ ara mi? 
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--Si, para usted, para ti, 
para ti, para quitarte esa cara de 
e n o j a d a . 

(Es cierto, a medida que 
Benjamin avanzaba en su relato, mi 
indignacion subia. Y ahora, 
Benjamin me esta tuteando.) 

--6Ya no estas enojada? 
—No —digo como una muchacha 

de escuela. 
—6Vamos a ser amigos? 
--No^puedo, Benjamin, soy 

burguesa. 

The code does not penetrate the silent barrier of 

social class structure. The author understands the 

words. Maria Luisa Mendoza believes that Poniatowska 

learned the language quite well from her nana. Mendoza 

characterizes Poniatowska as follows: 

Elena es para mi la revelacion de 
lo que es Mexico. En mi Elena 
virtio la gracia que su nana le 
hiciera cuando la enseno a hablar 
el espanol a los diez anos de edad. 
Todavia hoy Elena, la periodista 
del asombro, habla como indigena a 
veces y se le salen por ahi sus 
nadien y sus haiga sabrosos de 
atolito con el dedo. (86-87) 

The words present no problem. Silence is more 

difficult to interpret with exactitude. Interpreting 

silence and its significance in problems of 

contemporary society appears to be a part of 

Poniatowska's purpose for writing. 
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Notes 

For a thorough and scholarly treatment of 
theoretical considerations of the relationship between 
speech and silence, see Janet Perez, "Functions of the 
Rhetoric of Silence in Contemporary Spanish 
Literature," South Central Review 1.1-2 (1984): 
108-130. 

(Mexi 
subse 
appea 
abbre 
given 

Elena Poniatowska, L;a_ noche de Tlatelolco 
CO, D. F.: Ediciones Era, 1984) 14. All 
quent citations come from this edition and will 
r parenthetically in the text with the 
viation Jja_ noche and the corresponding page number 

Poniatowska, Fuerte es el silencio (Me'xico, D. 
F.: Ediciones Era, 1983) 169. All subsequent 
citations come from this edition and will appear 
parenthetically in the text with the abbreviation 
Fuerte and the corresponding page number given. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE SILENCE OF POVERTY 

Barriers to communication between social classes 

represent the second form of silence addressed by Elena 

Poniatowska. For the poor, promises of a better life 

tomorrow have not materialized. The Spaniards' ^ ; 

conquest of the Indians did not free Indian slaves from 

bondage. The revolution for independence did not free 

the Indians and give them economic independence. The 

external evidence of the opulence of the Porfiriato did 

not bring economic and social gains to the poor. The 

Revolution of 1910 did not bring a better life to a 

majority of people living in economic strife. The 

institutionalization of the Revolution did not result 

in a government attuned to the needs of its 

constituents. The discovery of rich petroleum deposits 

in Mexico did not solve the economic woes of a nation 

steeped in economic and social conflict. A silent 

presence of palpable poverty exists alongside an overt 

affluence. A wall of silence exists between the two 

factions. The voice of poverty has been silenced. 

Although this study is not intended as an 

historical guide to Mexico, a short discussion of the 

history of silencing the poor in Mexico seems 

21 
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indispensable for background information to 

Poniatowska's treatment of the silence of poverty. The 

texts I shall discuss have twentieth-century settings. 

Nevertheless, the ideas underlying twentieth-century 

thought reflect the legacy of previous eras. 

The development of Mexico reflects constant cycles 

of exploitation and silencing of the poor. Those in 

power have superimposed their structures over the 

structures of those who are unable to or who do not 

know how to resist the imposition of power. The Aztecs 

built their empire on structures of former tribes. 

Part of the greatness of the civilization enjoyed by 

the Aztecs came from former tribes who were conquered 

by the Aztecs or who disappeared, leaving their legacy 

of civilization for remaining tribes to assimilate. 

People at the bottom of the social hierarchy were 

traditionally exploited by the dominant class. 

The arrival of the Spaniards, as Octavio Paz 

points out in his Laberinto de la soledad, came at a 

time when the gods had deserted the Aztecs. Their 

surrender to the Spaniards was a kind of cultural 

suicide. The Spaniards then superimposed their 

civilization on the existing pre-Columbian civili

zation. The Spaniards, Paz contends, assimilated 

the native Indians, allowing them to become a part of 

the new civilization being created: 
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Y no pienso solamente en la lucha 
emprendida para dulcificar sus 
condiciones de vida y organizarlos 
de manera mas justa y cristiana, 
sino en la posibilidad que el 
bautismo les ofrecfa de formar 
parte, por la virtud de la 
consagracion, de un orden y de una 
Iglesia. Por la fe catolica los 
indios, en situacion de orfandad, 
rotos los lazos con sus antiguas 
culturas, muertos sus dioses tanto 
como sus ciudades, encuentran un 
lugar en el mundo. Esa posibilidad 
de pertenecer a un orden vivo, asf 
fuese en la base de la piramide 
social, les fue despiadadamente 
negada a los nativos por los 
protestantes de Nueva Inglaterra. 
Se olvida con frecuencia que 
pertenecer a la fe catolica 
significaba encontrar un sitio en 
el Cosmos. La huida de los dioses 
y la muerte de los jefes habfan 
dejado al indigena en una soledad 
tan completa como dificil de 
imaginar para un hombre moderno. 
El catolicismo le hace reanudar sus 
lazos con el mundo y el trasmundo. 
Devuelve sentido a su presencia en 
la tierra, alimenta sus esperanzas 
y justifica su vida y su muerte. 
(92) 
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To this history of exploitation of the socially 

oppressed Mexican Indian, beginning before the arrival 

of the Spaniard in the new world and continuing 

throughout the colonial period, the revolution for 

independence beginning in 1810 simply added a new link 

in the chain of bondage. As the Catholic God had 

replaced earlier pagan gods, the new era replaced an 

old master with a new one. Life changed little. The 
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acquisition of putative freedom was an intensification 

of subjugation for the Indian. His concept of that 

abstract term came to be the freedom to starve while 

being taxed. And the Indian's poverty-ridden mestizo 

brother fared little better: 
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In the chaotic aftermath of the revolution for 

independence, it soon became apparent that the Creoles 

who had taken charge of the situation were 

inexperienced at the business of governing, and they 

were too busy squabbling with one another over 

ideological control of the new political structure to 

interest themselves in the needs of those lacking the 

power to have a voice in their own destinies. In the 
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struggle between the republicans and the monarchists, 

the Indians and mestizos were ignored and all but 

forgotten. The election of Benito Juarez, a Zapotec 

Indian, as president helped the Indian very little. 

Juarez, who was orphaned at age three, had been able 

through the help of an employer to obtain an education 

and to integrate himself into politics through the 

recognition he received from his efforts in behalf of 

the poor. Once in office, however, Juarez apparently 

operated under the philosophy that the best defense for 

the Indian was integration into society. Juarez 

himself, after all, had accomplished that feat (Riding 

53-55). 

Juarez's ignoring of the problem of the poor was 

surpassed by that of Porfirio Dfaz, also of Indian 

ancestry, who served as president/dictator for more 

than thirty years. The political philosophy espoused 

by Diaz seemed to be that enriching business interests 

would filter down to the poor in terras of higher wages 

and reduced unemployment. Although Diaz's prograras did 

create jobs, his philosophy seemed to ignore the factor 

of personal greed. Those who enjoyed the new era of 

wealth established under the epoch that was called the 

Porfiriato seemed reluctant to disseminate the 

newly-found wealth. Wages remained low. The poor 

remained poor. Foreigners fared better in the Mexican 
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economy than did native Mexicans. Racism was rampant 

with Indians being considered inferior and Europeans 

revered. Diaz himself was a racist, and to avoid being 

labeled or recognized as an Indian, he "used to powder 

his face heavily to lighten his complexion" (Needier 

16). 

After a century characterized by the oppression 

and silencing of the poor, the stage was clearly set 

for revolutionary activities. But because of the high 

rate of illiteracy among the poor, the people for whom 

the Revolution was important were often unaware of what 

was going on. To a superstitious populace supernatural 

phenomena appeared as omens that presaged uneasy times 

to come: 
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The conviction that Madero had supernatural powers 

;nd was using them to help the poor was confirmed by 
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the major earthquake of 1911, occurring on the day that 

Madero arrived in Mexico City. A supernatural 

explanation, therefore, for the Revolution was more 

plausible than a straightforward discussion of issues. 

The destruction of buildings constructed during the 

Porfiriato certainly signified at least symbolically 

the end of a wicked era when foreigners were more 

highly esteemed by those in power than were Mexicans. 

The Creoles had been inexperienced and inept at 

governing after the revolution for independence, and 

the peasants were even less equipped for leadership 

when they gained the upper hand after the Revolution. 

The peasants' winning the battles of the Revolution was 

supposed to end stoic acceptance of injustice, but 

fighting, for the poor, was more than anything else an 

exercise of the instinct for survival. The peasants 

knew the land and were quite good at waging war. Once 

they had won, though, they had little concept of what 

to do with the victory. The revolutionary leaders 

recruited soldiers from among the down-trodden, and not 

only did many of the troops know little of the major 

issues, they also did not understand whom they were 

fighting for. The protagonist of Elena Poniatowska's 

novel Hasta no verte Jesus mio, Jesusa Palancares, 

narrates her view of the Revolution. She says that 

soldiers tended to follow whoever could offer what the 
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soldier lacked—usually power and above all food. 

There was little distinction between rebel groups: 

28 
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Madero's strength was insufficient to overcome the 

effects of having officials in his government still 

loyal to Diaz while at the same time having to contend 

with Pancho Villa and Emiliano Zapata, who were still 

not mollified and who continued to fight for their 

individual issues. 

Emiliano Zapata's heroism during the Revolution 

and his dedication to the cause of returning land 

confiscated from the Indians during the Porfiriato made 

him a likely candidate for the presidency, but he had 

no interest in governing. He would have supported 

Madero had Madero shown more initiative in restoring 

the land to the small land owners. These issues and 

many others immediately following the Revolution kept 
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uncertain the question of who would lead the 

Revolutionary government. The revolution after the 

Revolution continued until 1929 when Plutarco Elias 

Calles formed the Partido Nacional Revolucionario that 

in 1946 became the Partido Revolucionario 

Institutional. The formation of the revolutionary 

party was a successful attempt to hold revolutionary 

factions in line, thus limiting the unrest. 

The resulting stability, however, ended in a 

continuation of the authoritarianism established by 

Porfirio Diaz (Reyna and Weinert 3-22). Although some 

changes occurred, such as the one six-year-term limit 

on the presidency and the land reform, the 

institutionalization of the Revolution in practice 

superimposed a revolutionary presidency on the 

structure established by the dictatorship/presidency of 

pre-Revolutionary times. Eighty percent of the 

population still received only slightly more than forty 

percent of the national incorae (Reyna and Weinert 23). 

There was still a large percentage of the population of 

Mexico who had no voice in their own destinies. There 

was nobody to hear their stifled voices. Their lives 

continued to reflect cycles of changes that represented 

no economic or social progress. 

The Revolution failed these people. Upon coming 

to power, the leaders appeared to have selective meraory 
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lapses about those for whom war had been waged. It 

remained for the artists and intellectuals to discover 

the plight of and to give voice to those who were 

ignorant of the means and too busy with the details of 

survival to speak for themselves. Revolutionary 

leaders-turned-politicians had already abandoned the 

cause. 

Many of these artists have told the story of the 

Revolution. Literary works with revolutionary peasant 

protagonists began to be published. Elena 

Poniatowska's contribution to this movement was to give 

people the opportunity to speak for themselves. She 

uses her artist's sense for composing, but she shows in 

her works a restraint in restating what is said by the 

people she interviews and gets to know. When she has 

trouble empathizing with those she writes about (as she 

2 
affirms in an interview that she does) , she sometimes 

invents characters. In the section "La colonia Ruben 

Jaramillo" in Fuerte es el silencio, for example, the 

author apparently has trouble narrating the story from 

the point of view of Florencio "Guero" Medrano, who 

portions out a "paracaidista" tract of land. The 

author's social stance is radically different from that 

of Medrano. Therefore, little by little, the reader 

recognizes that the story is being narrated by a 

secretary at the colonia whose first name, social 
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level, and education parallel closely that of the 

author. Thus, the author is not given the impossible 

task of putting herself into a character whom she does 

not understand. The picture presented is as accurate 

as possible a reflection of life at the colonia. The 

words of Medrano are faithfully reported, but they are 

reported through the character who interprets reality 

much as Elena Poniatowska might through interviews with 

the man. The scenes of family life in the colonia are 

reported through direct observations as this secretary 

might observe the scenes. 

Other kinds of invention appear to be necessary 

for the writer conscious of the interference of her own 

bourgeois background in telling the stories of those 

suffering from the effects of poverty. One such 

invention is seen in the epistolary novel Querido 

Diego, te abraza Quiela in which Angelina Beloff exists 

in abject poverty while Diego Rivera, an almost 

larger-than-life absent protagonist no longer bothered 

with poverty, fills the pages with his conspicuously 

absent silence. Diego, physically enormous, painted 

the entire history of Mexico in grandiose murals in 

gigantic buildings. In "Anil y carne humana," the 

interview with Rivera that appears in Poniatowska's 

Palabras cruzadas, Poniatowska makes many references to 

the artist's size. She characterizes him as an 
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"elefante equilibrista y barrigdn, barrigon." She adds 

that. 
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She later refers to Rivera as a "gigante," "gigante 

jovial," "gigante Santa Claus afable," and then a 

"troglodita de mentiras." 

However, the narrator of Querido Diego, te abraza 

Quiela is apparently easier for Poniatowska to identify 

with than are certain other of her creations. The 

letters written by Angelina Beloff to Diego Rivera are 

in the voice of Angelina, a protagonist who differs 

little in social origin and educational rank from the 

author herself. Therefore, Angelina is allowed to pour 

out her heart and loneliness in her own words. Jesusa 

Palancares, on the other hand, requires some invention 

on the part of the author to convey the story. The 

form of narration within a narration is used. Jesusa 

is allowed to tell her story in her own words as 

principal narrator, but the author narrator keeps the 

reader aware of her own presence by having the story 
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narrator address the author narrator directly on 

occasion. Thus the author narrator is able to maintain 

her autonomy from the other narrative voice that often 

reveals its illiterate peasant origin. 

Regardless of invention or creativity used to tell 

the stories, a voice emerges from each that poignantly 

reveals a dedication on the part of the author to 

transcend a rhetoric that has become separate from 

silence—silence as defined by Max Picard. When 

language loses contact with silence, according to 

Picard in his World of Silence, its substance is 

missing. The word no longer comforts: 

When language is no longer 
related to silence it loses its 
source of refreshment and renewal 
and therefore something of its 
substance. Language today seems to 
talk automatically, out of its own 
strength, and, emptying and 
scattering itself, it seems to be 
hastening to an end. There is 
something hard and obstinate in 
language today, as though it were 
making a great effort to remain 
alive in spite of its emptiness. 
There is also something desperate 
in it, as though it were expecting 
its emptiness to lead it to a 
relentless end, and it is this 
alternation of obstinacy and 
despair which makes it so restless. 
By taking it away from silence we 
have made language ah orphan. The 
tongue we speak today is no longer 
a mother-tongue but rather an 
orphaned tongue. (41) 
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The story of poverty in Mexico has been told in 

this "orphaned tongue." That ubiquitous multitude for 

whom daily survival has become the only unifying factor 

has remained largely viewed but not seen, and the 

collective voice has been swallowed by the din of urban 

progress, mechanization, and industrialization. 

Elena Poniatowska, however, sees and hears. 

Through her efforts the reader sees and hears. The 

prologue of Fuerte es el silencio addresses the 

non-being status of these unseen and unheard objects: 
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These "Juanes" are also characterized by Poniatowska as 

winged creatures. The use of the wing as a symbol of 
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these non-persons has a two-fold meaning: it alludes 

to the attitude of the priviledged minority who have 

felt secure in the knowledge that these persons, since 

they have not been recognized, have not existed. It is 

as if they just dropped in from the sky. The symbol 

also apparently alludes to the migratory habits of the 

poor, comparing the phenomenon with that of birds. 

Initially one or two of these beings will appear 

without warning, and soon the area will be crowded with 

a host or flock of the same type. The invasion itself 

is silent. The only sound is that of a hushed flurry 

of activity to provide daily sustenance. Increasingly, 

mechanization and loss of lands have drawn people from 

the provinces to urban centers. More than a thousand 

persons per day enter Mexico City in hopes of finding 

employment. "Angeles de la ciudad," the first feature 

in Fuerte es el silencio, uses ĵL̂  Angel de la 

Independencia as a winged symbol for these displaced 

persons. Poniatowska calls them angeles. They arrive 

as if they had just dropped in from the sky. Just as 

the revolution for independence failed in its mission 

to liberate a majority of Mexicans, its symbol (el 

Xngel) with its golden wings and its lofty position 

fails to measure up to the expectations of those who 

use the statue for a touchstone in an alien world. The 

lofty angel took an earthly tumble in the earthquake of 
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1957. And just as the peasants in 1910 had organized 

to right some of the wrongs resulting from the 

revolution for independence, people from one of the 

poorest sections of Mexico City undertook the task of 

repairing the damage to the fallen angel: 

Unos cargadores del Departamento 
del Distrito Federal se llevaron 
con mucho cuidado los dos senos, se 
los pusieron de sombrero: "iQue 
grandes, bien que podrian taparnos 
del sol, de la lluvia!" Otro se 
echo la cintura alrededor de los 
hombros, otro la corona de laurel, 
el quinto trenzo los brazos en 
torno a su cuello, en un duro, un 
gigantesco abrazo femenino. El 
Angel se fue en camion y lo 
reconstruyeron en una de las 
colonias mas pobres de Mexico: la 
Buenos Aires. Tuvo muchos 
visitantes en su cuarto de enfermo, 
incluso se le podia ver desde el 
viaducto yendo por el carril de 40; 
a medias oculto tras un parapeto de 
madera que tan solo lo cubria hasta 
el cuadril. Poco a poco recobro su 
tronco, sus hombros dorados y sus 
inmensas alas, no le faltaba sino 
la cabeza y el brazo extendido con 
la corona de laurel. (14) 

In another place Poniatowska refers to those who have 

landed in search of work as "pajaros," another form of 

winged beings. "Birds," according to Cirlot, "like 

angels, are symbols of thought, of imagination and of 

the swiftness of spiritual processes and relationships" 

(28). The birds are of various kinds: "colibris," 

which are extremely timid, hover momentarily to feed. 
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and then are gone without leaving evidence of having 

been there; "golondrinos," which enjoy the company of 

men and which are generally characterized as wanderers; 

"zopilotes," which are the scavengers, are used to 

symbolize the garbage collectors (Cirlot 28). 

Poniatowska says that these persons are "puros pajaros 

sin nido, puros lirios del valle en espera del milagro 

que ha de caer del cielo" (Fuerte 17). The miracles 

they expect never occur, but the promise continues to 

draw them to the city: 

Aunque a nosotros nos parezca mejor 
una choza carapesina, por mds 
humilde que sea, a un tugurio 
proletario, ellos, los que vienen 
del campo, siguen creyendo en la 
bondad de la gran ciudad que algun 
dia les dara lo que no les ha dado 
la tierra; la loteria, la suerte te 
de Dios, los premios del radio y de 
la television, las canciones 
dedicadas a mi mamacita porque hoy 
es el dia de su santo, los aparatos 
domesticos que regala Pelayo, las 
fotonovelas, las radionovelas, las 
telecomedias, los dentifricos, las 
stay-free, el polio en cubitos y la 
familia pequena, el consulte a su 
medico, Paula Cusi y su horoscopo 
para el dia siguiente, el concurso 
de los aficionados que por telefono 
entonan, mientras la orquesta se va 
por otro lado y ellos desenroscan 
nerviosamente el hilo negro: 
"Amorcito coraz6n", el Correo del 
Corazon, los coqueteos con la voz 
grasienta, insinuante del locutor: 
"De veras linda, ise llama usted 
Merceditas? Y, iqu6 hace? 
iTrabaja o estudia?", hasta la 
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cuspide de la pregunta de los 64 
mil pesos, si acaso les sale un 
hijo machetero. (Fuerte 23) 

The "angeles" expect these miracles of the city, but 

soon realize that the miracle is not for them. They 

become the "Juanes" or the non-persons. For them, as 

for the "pajaros," there remain only crumbs: "Han 

llegado tarde al banquete de la vida y solo les tocaron 

las sobras" (Fuerte 25). Lofty dreams of a gilded 

tomorrow are silenced by the necessity of sustaining 

themselves in various subemployment endeavors: selling 

newspapers, working in cap factories, swallowing fire, 

organ grinding, selling foods on the street, shining 

shoes, embroidering, selling gum, washing windshields, 

parking cars, selling lottery tickets, etc. The daily 

fight for survival in the city creates a hushed sound 

that Poniatowska compares to the sound of a host of 

angels: 

A la hora del Angelus, si uno afina 
bien el oido puede percibir un 
rumor de alas; legiones y legiones 
celestiales que van cubriendo el 
cielo del atardecer, y si ustedes 
se descuidan, senoras y senores, 
podran toparse con su Angel de la 
Guarda, a la vuelta de cualquier 
encuentro, en la acera de esta 
Angelopolis, un angel de carne y 
hueso y un pedazo de pescuezo, en 
esta ciudad que no nos permite amar 
como quisieramos, para saciar 
nuestra hambre. Se necesita el 
estado de gracia para amar por 
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encima de los claxons, los pleitos, 
las angustias, el esmog, la 
violencia, el moverse a todos lados 
y en ninguna direccion y, antes de 
ser angeles amorosos, nos llega el 
edicto y la condena. Entonces, 
volvemos a repetir junto al Angel 
en potencia, aunque se haya 
disfrazado de zopilote negro. . . 
(Fuerte 33) 

Hopes, aspirations, dreams, and emotions are all 

stifled in the din of city traffic. But the "angeles" 

are not responsible for that noise. Silenced, they 

remain on the sidewalks. They cannot afford cars. 

In the section called "Diario de una huelga de 

hambre," the author explains that the poor are also not 

responsible for the enormous piles of garbage 

associated with city life. The poor, like other winged 

creatures, leave little evidence of their having been 

there: 

Ahora si, el atrio de Catedral 
parece un campamento de gitanos, 
pero no hay basura en el suelo. 
Como nadie come, no queda detritus 
alguno, ni cajas, ni papeles, ni 
latas, ni envases: los hombres no 
dejan residuos cuando no se 
alimentan. Su huella es mas leve. 
Siendo asi, la basura que puebla, 
invade, asesina a la naturaleza no 
procede de quienes tienen hambre 
sino de quienes aparentemente viven 
con mayor lirapieza (icuantas bolsas 
de plastico en torno a los predios 
de los ricos, cuantas latas vacias! 
iCuantas botellas con el lodo hasta 
el cuello!) (Fuerte 116) 
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The idea of having dropped in from the sky, as 

with the "angeles" and "pajaros," is metaphorically 

expressed in characterizing the squatters as 

"paracaidistas." In this instance the image of an 

invasion is stronger than in that of the birds. The 

word "paracaidista" suggests a military connotation, 

and indeed the organizers of the settlements are akin 

to revolutionary leaders. The "paracaidistas" evolve 

from the "angeles" (which the author calls "angeles de 

alas trasquiladas"). And as a part of the evolutionary 

process of advancing economically and socially, the 

"paracaidistas" become "colonos." Those who achieve a 

larger success sometimes become letter carriers or bus 

drivers. 

The story narrated by Jesusa Palancares in Hasta 

no verte Jesus mio traces the experiences of one 

peasant woman from an impoverished rural childhood 

through an involuntary involvement in the Revolution, 

her arrival in the capital, and her subsequent struggle 

to sustain herself through a series of menial, 

transient jobs. Her nomadic childhood prepared her for 

nothing more than a nomadic adult life. Her success 

story is, like many of the success stories in the 

struggle for survival, circular. A childhood of abuse, 

poverty, ignorance, superstition, animalistic 
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independence, and lack of hope sets the stage for a 

repeat performance in her adulthood. 

Jesusa was born into an incomprehensible world of 

silence in which her efforts to understand were 

thwarted. Her being born female and poor closed the 

door to education. Anything she learned would have to 

come from experience. There was no possibility of 

benefitting from the experiences of others. She was 

ignorant of any other way of life. She observed others 

living in a different way, but had no concept of being 

able to do so herself. 

Jesusa's life history reveals an affinity to the 

history of Mexico. Just as the gods deserted the 

Aztecs in the infancy of their civilization, Jesusa's 

mother deserted the child by dying. The mother's death 

was caused not so much by illness, but by superstition, 

a situation that calls to mind what Paz called the 

cultural suicide of the Aztecs upon arrival of the 

Spaniards. Jesusa gives the following explanation of 

her mother's death: 

Mi mama murio de susto o el muerto 
vino a buscarla, porque sono que un 
par de perritos tiernitos le 
estaban mordiendo la pierna. Y al 
despertar yo oi que le dijo a mi 
papa. 

—jAy, que feo sueno sone! 
iQue un par de perritos tiernos me 
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mordian mi pierna y yo los retorci 
y los remoli hasta que los mate y 
los deje tirados en el suelo! 

Mi papa contest©: 
—6Cuales perros dejaste 

tirados? Ese fue un sueno. 
— S i , si fue un sueno. Anda, 

levantate para que me lleves a 
hacer de las aguas. (Hasta 17) 

But after the dream, Maria, Jesusa's mother, continued 

to see troubling images for which her husband could 

find no evidence. And finally she was taken from the 

child : 

Ya no se 1 
otro dia amanec 
calentura y a 1 
tendida. Por e 
platico despues 

--Saben, e 
muerto de espan 
porque yo le di 
alcohol, la cur 
quinina. A mi 
llevo el muerto 
esquina de la c 

Y alli es 
que la hoja del 
raovida sin la v 
mama vio al mue 
ella tenia vide 
Ahora que ya es 
entregado a la 
diviso el camin 
tenia una raisio 
veia. Aunque e 
agarro los pies 
espiritu y por 
llevo. (Hasta 1 

evanto mi raama. Al 
io con resfrio y 
a semana estaba 
so mi papa les 
a los vecinos: 

11a se ha de haber 
to y no del resfrio 
muchas friegas de 

e y le di a tomar la 
se me hace que se la 
que ella vio en la 

asa de doffa Luisa. 
donde yo reconozco 
arbol jamas es 

oluntad de Dios. Mi 
rto matado porque 
ncia y mi papa no. 
toy grande y me he 
Obra Espiritual y 
o, creo que mi maraa 
n que cumplir y 
11a tuvo valor y le 
, era muy corta de 

eso 
8) 

el muerto se la 

The steps of Jesusa's journey detail those 

characteristic of many "angeles." Her evolution from 
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the provincial beginning to the street-wise inhabitant 

of Mexico City shares with many "angeles o pajaros" at 

least the following characteristics: 

1. Lack of affection—family ties and personal 

relationships are based on need and economic 

convenience. 

2. Lack of stability--people wander to whatever 

place promises to provide food for the next 

meal and minimal shelter needs. 

3. Lack of preparation for any kind of life other 

than that exemplified by the parents. Charity 

replaces training. 

Even when her mother was alive, Jesusa apparently had 

little affection; she tells about herself and her 

younger brother's being tethered to stakes like animals 

while the parents sold goods in the raarket. With the 

death of her mother the situation became much worse. A 

series of step-mothers added little quality to the 

child's existence. The first step-mother was brought 

in a week after the death of the child's mother. The 

woman was a drunk, and Jesusa hated her for being 

there. Jesusa kept the upper hand in the situation by 

refusing to allow Felipe Palancares, her father, to 

sleep with the woman. When Felipe was at work, the two 

females abused one another, and the child finally 
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boasted of being successful at running the woman off 

(Hasta 22). 

The next step-mother appeared, according to the 

father, because he needed someone to help with the 

children. Helping with the children, nevertheless, was 

the last thing this woman (who brought a child of her 

own to the house) wanted to do. Jesusa claims that the 

woman "ni mi nombre supo" (Hasta 23). This step-mother 

lasted from seven months to a year before she had had 

enough. 

A new substitute mother appeared when Petra, an 

older sister who had disappeared at the age of fifteen, 

was returned to the father by a man who claimed to have 

rescued her from an abusive man. Petra attempted to 

mother the child, but neither of the siblings had much 

idea of the process of being or accepting a mother. A 

history of poverty had silenced familial instincts for 

affection. 

Jesusa, narrating from a perspective of some sixty 

years' hindsight, treated Evarista, the last of her 

step-mothers, with more respect and something close to 

affection. She admits that the woman used to beat her, 

but she also fed her, gave her a place to stay near her 

father, and attempted to teach her something. This 

woman was even worthy of being called by her name. 

Jesusa recalls one beating in particular by Evarista: 
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Even with this kind of mistreatment, Jesusa wouldn't 

tell Fortunata, Evarista's mother, how she was injured. 

The child even tried to prevent the beating with a 

"chirridn" with which Fortunata repaid Evarista for the 

cruelty. Fortunata also reprimanded Felipe for 

allowing the child to be mistreated, and it was at this 

time that the transient father abandoned the child to 

the step-grandmother, who gave her to a stranger 

Fortunata introduced as the child's "madrina." The 

"madrina" provided only food and shelter as did the 

daughter of the "madrina" to whom Jesusa was sent later 

to care for the daughter's small children. Jesusa 

didn't hear from her father, who had worked as a 

laborer for the railroad, a stevedore and a night 

watchman at the ship docks, a night watchman at the 

prison, street vendor, and a farm laborer, until much 

later when she learned that her younger brother 

Emiliano had married the daughter of Felipe's new 
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"cuero." Felipe denies being her father when Jesusa 

seeks him out: 

Llegue a a^uel rancho y pregunte 
por mi papa; al momento salio de la 
casa y no nos dejo entrar: 

— i Q u e viniste a hacer? 
—Pues a buscarte, vini. . . 
—6Quien te dio mi direccion? 
Yo no le conteste nada. 
—No tienes para que venirme a 

ar porque tu no eres ni mi 

Me dio coraie. 
—6Como que no soy tu hija? 
—iNo tengo hijas, largate! 
--iAh! 6No soy tu hija. . . ? 

Pues sabelo que tu tampoco eres mi 
padre. (Hasta 56) 

busc 
hija 

Felipe changed his tune, however, when Jesusa went to 

visit the corpse of the only person she claims to have 

loved--Emiliano. Emiliano was her younger brother and 

the first to awaken in her the dormant nurturing 

spirit. The two children shared the experience of 

being locked up in the house while Felipe worked and 

that of being tethered to a stake while their parents 

sold goods in the market. The two siblings were 

separated when Emiliano left the prison at Tehuantepec 

with Felipe. Emiliano's death was senseless. He was a 

soldier in the Revolution, accompanying his father. He 

died, however, in a dispute over a card game in the 

cantina. The only purpose his death ostensibly served 

was that of reuniting Felipe and Jesusa. She retracts 
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her denial that Felipe is her father when asked by 

Felipe's superior officer if she is the daughter of 

Felipe Palancares: 

--Si, sefior, yo soy. 
Aunque me habia peleado con mi 

papa, cuando me pregunto el 
superior pues ni modo de negar. Y 
a poquito llego mi papa. Se paro 
abajo del carro, me dio mucho 
coraje y me sali: 

—Yo ya vi a mi hermano. Ya 
me voy. . . 

Entonces lo llamaron a el: 
— d-Que esa es su nuera o su 

hija? 
—Es mi hija. 
oi claramente que les dijo: 
—Es mi hija. (Hasta 61) 

This familial encounter demonstrates little affection, 

but to the child starved for parental love, it was 

enough to mark the beginning of Jesusa's involvement in 

the Revolution. After her father's declaration, Jesusa 

followed Felipe in his revolutionary activities. In 

this period of her life, just as had happened in all 

phases of her nomadic existence, most of her basic 

survival needs were provided. Still, never in her life 

had anyone (except Evarista) attempted to help her 

acquire knowledge so that she herself could provide for 

her needs. Several times in the narration she rues her 

lack of education: 

Mi madrastra queria mandarrae a la 
escuela de gobierno pero mi papa 
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era muy. . . pues muy tonto, para 
que es mas que verdad, muy 
ignorante porque nunca supo leer. 
Pero si mi padre hubiera sido una 
gente de razon, hubiera dicho: 
"Pues que sepa como se llama, que 
se ensene a leer y aprenda donde 
sea, con tal de que conozca las 
letras. . ." (Hasta 52) 

Throughout her life she was fascinated by the ability 

to read and write. Knowledge and the ability to read 

represented for Jesusa an opportunity for her to break 

out of the world of silence. Felipe had refused to 

allow Evarista to send Jesusa to public school because, 

"41 no era protestante" (Hasta 52). Jesusa failed to 

see the logic in being taught only by Catholics. She 

merely wanted to learn to read and write, and she 

contended that the nuns at the Catholic school "no me 

ensenaron nunca a escribir ni a leer. Nomas a rezar" 

(Hasta 52). She continues that "A mi el rezo no me 

interesa, al menos el rezo de aquella epoca. Una que 

otra palabra me acuerdo. Lo que yo queria era que me 

ensenaran a leer pero no se preocuparon" (Hasta 52). 

The only characteristic she admired in Pedro, the 

husband she was forced to marry after leaving her 

abusive father, was his ability to read: 

En las noches junto al fogon mi 
marido se sentaba a leer. Me leia 
dos capitulos de la novela de 
"Nostradamus". Luego la "Catalina 
de Medicis", "Las Mil y una 
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Noches", "El Gran Prevoste" y 
"Luisa de Motraorense". Tambien me 
leyo otra de "La Hija del 
Cardenal". Es muy interesante esa 
que trata de la hija del Cardenal y 
de una reina. ^1 era confesor de 
la reina y en una de tantas veces 
de estarla yendo a confesar se 
enamoro de ella, pero no podia 
maniobrar porque estaba el rey 
alli. Cuando salio el rey a una 
guerra, la reina se enfermo de una 
nina del confesor. Pero a la nina 
la crio una nodriza en una quinta 
donde la escondio el cardenal. Esa 
novela me la aprendi toda de 
memoria. Mi marido sabia leer muy 
bonito, explicaba todo muy bien. 
Uno le tomaba sentido.. . .Cuando 
leia le brillaba mucha candela en 
los ojos. (Hasta 114-115) 

After Pedro's death Jesusa cites her inability to 

read as cause for her inability to cope with her 

initial encounter with the big city. Upon her arrival 

in Mexico City the woman was robbed, and she had no 

family or friends to turn to. She wandered aimlessly 

through the streets during the day and slept where an 

acquaintance of an acquaintance gave her permission to 

sleep on newspapers spread on the ground. She covered 

herself with a shawl. During this time she was a 

"Juan," living in an alien, silent world that had no 

interest in her existence. She was effectively 

silenced. She had no concept of time and could read 

not even a calendar: "Asi estuve varios dias, o meses, 

no se cua'ntos porque no conozco el calendario, solo 
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aprendi el reloj" (Hasta 138). A young girl finally 

took notice of the woman: 

—cAdonde vas? 
—Pues quien sabe. . . 
—6Como que quien sabe? Si yo 

te veo todos los dias que te vas 
aqui derecho y vuelves asi como te 
vas. . . 

Yo me quede parada frente a 
ella. Tanto me estuvo neciando que 
le digo: 

—Pues ando buscando trabajo. 
—Pues no seas tonta —dice--, 

en todas las puertas que veas este 
papel... 
Oye, 6que no sabes leer? 

— N o , no se. . . 
—Pues en todas las puertas 

que veas estos letreros: "Solicito 
criada", hay trabajo. . . 

Y me fue ensenando las puertas 
de los balcones en donde antes 
ponfan: "Solicito criada", pero 
como yo no sabfa, alli estaban los 
anuncios, y alli segulan estando. 
Esa senorita me llev<5 a caminar por 
todas las calles de Mexico y en 
cada ventana y en cada zagudn que 
veia ella un rotulo se paraba: 

--Mira, aqul dan trabajo. . . 
Vamos mas adelante a ver otro. 
(Hasta 138-139) 

Her illiteracy insured her against breaking out of her 

silent world. The people she knew who could read 

amazed her with their ability to understand the printed 

word. It appeared to be more a question of miracle 

than ability. 

Jesusa made an attempt to become literate while 

working at a hospital. A government program to promote 
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adult literacy provided a team of teachers to instruct 

participants at the hospital. Jesusa was eager to 

learn to read and write, but was reticent to expose her 

ignorance to the teachers. She felt that they were 

mocking her. At this time, however, she had gained, 

through her many jobs that had sustained her in the 

city, a street wisdom that prevented her maintaining 

silence about the gap between her expectations and the 

reality. She tells of her expectations: 

Yo espere que nos ensenaran letras 
o numeros o algo, pero solo nos 
empezaron a preguntar que cuantos 
arboles tenia la Alameda y como se 
llamaban los pellejos que los patos 
tienen entre las patas, puras 
jaladas y nada de lectura. (Hasta 
201) 

The teachers assumed that those participating in the 

program were literate, and they did not begin where 

Jesusa needed to begin. She masked her desire to 

learn, hiding behind a belligerence typical of her 

characteristic cornered-animal defense. This time she 

did not submit in silence as she had to the nuns. As 

her economic situation improved, she increasingly 

demonstrated a reluctance to be silenced. She 

addressed one of the teachers: 

—No, yo no le hago a ese 
jueguito. Lo que a mi me interesa 
es que me ensene las letras y la 
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Si no puede no nos 
s. Yo se los agradezco 
a volar gaviotas. 

ntro! 
nda preguntando puras 
e no importan. A mi 
decir como se llaman las 
no se las contesto, 

usted razon de echarme 
ro usted a mi no me 
tras, me pregunta de. . , 
. . No! Usted 
leer y le aprenderemos. 
mejor busquese otro 
e no le va a convenir 
a a poder conmigo. 

Jesusa's desire for an education never became a 

reality for her. But the desire did lead her to make 

possible an education for an orphan boy that Jesusa 

took in when his mother died. Perico, the boy, did not 

appreciate the opportunity to better himself as Jesusa 

believed that she would have. However, the woman 

sternly enforced strict study habits: 

Me sentaba frente a el aunque no 
entendiera nada, lo ponia a hacer 
tarea. Todos los dias del ano, 
hasta en las vacaciones tenia que 
repasar los libros para que a la 
hora de las pruebas supiera 
contestar. (Hasta 287) 

The woman was determined that Perico have the means to 

transcend the silent world into which poverty cast him 

Her efforts in giving him access to literacy were 
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rewarded by his reading to her. She tells of one 

evening when the two of them were at home together 

Me puse a planchar. Despues 
de un rato, me dijo: 

—Voy a leerle una novela. 
--Andale pues, ponte aqui. 
Me gustaba mucho como leia. 

Me acordaba de Pedro. Siempre me 
gusto de cuando me platicaba como 
los panes se hicieron mucho. 
(Hasta 291) 

Jesusa had few positive examples for parenting, 

and she refused to admit that she was attempting to be 

a mother. Her nurturing nature was always suppressed. 

Her silencing of Perico's desire to call her "mama" was 

reminiscent of Felipe Palancares' denial that she was 

his daughter. She says of her motherhood: 

Per 
Cuando 1 

6 

—respon 
— 6 

esta ade 
Per 

decia ma 
— S 

criando 
sabes. 

Y 1 
habia mu 

ico siempre me dijo Jesusa. 
a gente le preguntaba: 
Donde esta la senora? 
dia: 
Quien? 6Mi mama? Alia 
ntro. 
o a mi directamente no me 
ma porque nunca lo deje: 
oy tu madre porque te estoy 
pero yo no te naci, ya lo 

e recordaba que su madre 
erto. (Hasta 282) 

And Jesusa herself when talking of Perico calls him "mi 

muchacho," "mi Perico." But while lacking a good 

example for raising Perico, she apparently follows more 

closely that set for her by Evarista. She admits that 
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she beats him a lot, but it is to teach him something. 

She tells him, "Usted portese como la gente. Usted 

salude. Se dice: 'Buenas tardes o buenos dias'" (Hasta 

287). She tells the neighbors not to give him money. 

He learns that he must earn what he gets and that he is 

not to depend on charity. But despite Jesusa's efforts 

to educate the boy, the child deserts her and ends up a 

non-person just as her brothers, her father, and she 

herself had. Despite her attempts to help him break 

out of the silence, he develops bad habits. Perico's 

father came to visit her one day some time after 

Perico's departure to advise her that the child was in 

jail: 

Yo me enoje: 
--d,Y a mi que me importa? Yo 

no lo mand^. . . 
--Ah, pues le vengo a avisar 

porque es su hijo. 
—Si mi hijo fuera, aqui 

estuviera conmigo y no en la 
carcel. Pero como no es mi hijo, 
gano su camino a donde mejor le 
parecio. Vaya y avlsele a la madre 
que tiene ahora. (Hasta 297-298) 

The mother to which Jesusa alludes is an aunt to whom 

Perico went when he left Jesusa's house. The aunt, 

Jesusa believes, has been a bad influence on the boy. 

She did not see the utility of an education for the 

boy, and she convinced him that he had no need to 

study. In a scene similar to the one Jesusa had had 
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years earlier with her father, Perico returns one day 

after leaving prison: 

Un jueves del mes pasado, el 
18 de agosto, que llega el hijo 
desobediente. Les pregunto a la 
Iselda y a las muchachas en la 
puerta que si alli vivia la senora 
Jesusa Aguilar: 

^ — S i , aqui vive, pero orita no 
esta. 

Y como yo les he platicado que 
el tenia la cabeza colorada, se le 
quedaron mirando. 

—6Es usted el hijo de 
Chuchita? 

— Si,̂  yo soy el hijo de ella. 
6Que habra posibilidad de que me 
reciba mi madre? Vengo a pedirle 
perdon. Vengo a pedirle perdon de 
todo lo aue le hice. 

— s i , si lo recibe. Esperela, 
vuelva mas tarde. 

—Pues ahora no puedo regresar 
porque voy a ver a mi hermana, pero 
vengo manana. 

Al otro dia, viernes, toc6 
como a las siete de la noche. 
Cuando lo vi no senti nada, solo 
coraje. Me dice: 

— 6Que. ^ .?, i, no me conoce? 
— No, senor, no, sefior, no lo 

conozco a usted. 
Claro que si lo reconoci pero 

le dije que no. (Hasta 310) 

Jesusa in this instance, like her father earlier, 

cannot open herself to tenderness. She silences her 

love and recognition just as Felipe had done earlier. 

Any show of affection or love weakens the defensive 

armor and opens one to emotional injury. Anger is the 

only emotion that does not threaten. Jesusa discusses 
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sadness when she tells of Perico's leaving the first 

time: 

Yo no se lo que es la 
tristeza. Nunca he tenido 
tristeza. Me habla en chino porque 
yo no entiendo de tristeza. i Ah, 
el llorar es uno, pero la tristeza 
es otra! Es mala, no sirve, a 
nadie le importa mas que a uno 
mismo. Yo lloro cuando tengo 
coraje, pero nunca he sido triste. 
Lloro porque no me puedo desquitar 
y me brotan las lagrimas de pura 
rabia. Necesito desquitarme a 
mordidas, a patadas, a como sea. 
Pero llorar como dejada pa que 
digan: "pobrecita", mejor me lo 
trago. Los tristes son malas 
gentes que no se acuerdan mas que 
de sus pesares. Yo nunca le dije 
que fuera triste, le dije que era 
triste la vida que he llevado, pero 
yo, no. La vida si, la vida si es 
pesada, pero ^yo triste? (Hasta 
295) 

Any emotion threatens her survival. Therefore, she 

silences her sorrow and grief just as she had silenced 

her nurturing instincts. It is dangerous to open 

oneself to emotion. 

The need to maintain this defensive armor against 

the deleterious effects of tenderness and affection was 

not included in Angelina Beloff's (protagonist of 

Querido Diego, te abraza Quiela) education as it was in 

that of Jesusa Palancares. Angelina grew up with the 

affection and protection of her father in Saint 

Petersburg in Russia. She tells of the relationship 
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between the two of them when she first began formally 

to study art: 
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Angelina, like Jesusa, talks of weeping. She 

tells of sitting in the Vollard Gallery of the Louvre 

to study the Cezanne paintings. She sits there for 

three hours and cries: 

Llore mientras veia los cuadros, 
llore tambien por estar sola, llord 
por ti y por mi, pero me alivid 
llorar porque comprender, 
finalmente, es un embelesamiento y 
me estaba proporcionando una de las 
grandes alegrias de mi vida. 
(Querido Diego 20) 

Her need to convey grief at Diego's silence along with 

her awe of the paintings (which remind her of Diego) 
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raanifests itself in the form of tears—a silent and 

futile attempt at communication. 

Angelina's childhood did not prepare her for the 

reality she lived in Paris after being abandoned by 

Diego Rivera. Telling her story in epistolary form to 

a silent and unresponsive interlocutor indicates that 

her voice has been silenced. She attempts 

communication, but both sender and receiver are silent. 

The story itself suggests a bourgeois beginning in her 

native country. She has gone beyond the basic elements 

of literacy and seeks spiritual fulfillment in her art. 

Her expectations far exceed those of the peasant woman 

who dreams of learning to read and write. Angelina 

speaks of her aspirations: 
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The fact that she recognizes herself as una 

"extranjera" in the world of painting is also an 

indication of her silence. She has been denied speech 

in communicating with Diego. She is denied also 

communication through the paintings. 

Her early days in Paris were filled with her 

painting. Dedication to art was initially enough to 

satisfy her emotional needs: 

Desde el pri 
entre al atelier 
impuse un horario 
podrias considera 
ocho a doce y med 
y media a cinco e 
todavia de ocho a 
Nueve horas de pi 
imaginas tu lo qu 
si te lo imaginas 
para la pintura. 
como lograr las s 
que acababa de de 
velocidad recorda 
el caballete, cua 
de encaustica pen 
en que volveria a 
del taller y su f 
persistente olor 
Llegue incluso a 
Universidad, con 
investigar a fond 
laboratorios la f 
de la pintura. ( 
33-34) 
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Querido Diego 

But the painter realized that she had other needs as 

well as the painting: "Ahora se que se necesita otra 

cosa" (Querido Diego 24). 
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And when Diego Rivera entered her life, it 

appeared that his overpowering presence superimposed 

itself on her hopes, aspirations, and desires, 

assimilating her world into his. He became her world 

Tu has sido mi amante, mi hijo, mi 
inspirador, mi Dios, tu eres mi 
patria; me siento mexicana, rai 
idioma es el espanol aunque lo 
estropee al hablarlo. Si no 
vuelves, si no me mandas llamar, no 
solo te pierdo a ti, sino a mi 
misma, a todo lo que pude ser. 
(Querido Diego 55) 

Diego's return to Mexico left an absence that was 

just as overwhelming as his gigantic presence. 

Angelina attempted to break through his oppressive 

silence of rejection telling him of their friends' 

reaction to his absence: 

Todos preguntan por ti, bueno, al 
principio, ahora cada vez menos y 
esto es lo que me duele, querido 
Diego, su silencio aunado al tuyo, 
un silencio complice, terrible, aun 
mas evidente cuando nuestro tema de 
conversacion has sido siempre tu o 
la pintura o Mexico. Tratamos de 
hablar de otra cosa, veo como lo 
intentan y al rato se despiden y yo 
me voy metida de nuevo en rai esfera 
de silencio que eres tu, tu y el 
silencio, yo adentro del silencio, 
yo dentro de ti que eres la 
ausencia, camino por las calles 
dentro del caparazon de tu 
silencio. (Querido Diego 16) 
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Rivera, who had shared the poverty with Angelina, 

forgot her when he returned to his native land that now 

offered him a life of plenty. He, like the leaders of 

the Revolution, had a selective memory concerning those 

who helped him on his way to success. Angelina, who 

professed a preference for being Mexican, had no 

precedent for assuraing the raask of indifference common, 

according to Octavio Paz, to Mexicans. When faced with 

the lack of affection similar to that which Jesusa 

Palancares had taken for granted since early childhood, 

Angelina Beloff tried to reach out to the object of her 

affection. She appeared to realize the futility of 

pouring out her emotions in letter form, and decided to 

stop writing. In her last letter to Diego she began 

w ith a statement of her intention to maintain silence: 

Parece haber transcurrido una 
eternidad desde que te escribi y se 
de ti Diego. No habia querido 
escribirte porque me resulta 
dificil callar ciertas cosas que 
albergo en mi corazon y de las 
cuales ahora se a ciencia cierta 
que es inutil hablar. (Querido 
Diego 69) 

But even while she promises not to write any more, she 

ends the letter with an open-ended post script asking, 

"6Que opinas de mis grabados?" (Querido Diego 71) 

Still she attempts to end his silence. 
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Angelina is also much more open about her maternal 

instincts than is Jesusa. Angelina sees a parallel 

between the silencing of creativity in the loss of 

their child and the loss of her artistic instinct: 

Necesitaria mucha libertad de 
espiritu, mucha tranquilidad para 
iniciar la obra maestra y tu 
recuerdo me atenaza constantemente 
ademas de los problemas que te 
sabes de memoria y no enumero para 
aburrirte; nuestra pobreza, el 
frio, la soledad. Podrias decirme 
como lo has hecho antes, que 
cualquiera envidiaria rai soledad, 
que tengo todo el tiempo del mundo 
para planear y llevar a cabo una 
buena obra pero en estos dias me he 
removido en mi cama torturada por 
el recuerdo de la muerte de mi hijo 
(y no envuelta como tu por las 
llamaradas del fuego sagrado). Se 
que tu no piensas ya en Dieguito; 
cortaste sanamente, la rama 
reverdece, tu mundo es otro, y mi 
mundo es el de mi hijo. Lo busco, 
chatito, fisicamente me hace falta. 
(Querido Diego 25) 

The child represents Diego, "Tu has sido . . . mi hijo" 

(Querido Diego 25). The child was the link between the 

two which death cruelly silenced. 

Contrary to the lack of stability mentioned in 

connection with Jesusa Palancares and the pajaros and 

angeles in Fuerte es el silencio, Angelina experiences 

an abnormal stability. Her stability is a kind of 

paralysis resulting from the poverty and alienation. 

She fears leaving the place where she lived with Diego. 
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She is "una extranjera en el pais de la pintura" 

(Querido Diego 24); her child is dead; Diego refused to 

give her another child; her parents died before she 

left Russia for Paris; Diego is her only link with the 

world: 

A veces pienso que seria mejor 
dejar Montparnasse, abandonar la 
Rue du Depart, no volver a entrar 
jamas en l̂a. Rotonde, romper con el 
pasado, pero mientras no tenga 
noticias tuyas estoy paralizada. 
(Querido Diego 32) 

She is no longer a part of the Russian community. 

The sense of belonging she felt earlier was supplanted 

or silenced by Diego's overpowering presence. In his 

absence, she feels drained of the desire to renew ties 

with the past. She cannot conceive of a past without 

Diego. She does, however, attend a Russian celebration 

to relieve her hunger: 

Pienso compensar 
econ<5mica con la 
siento por insta 
mesa de trabajo, 
tuya, e iniciar 
Gracias a Monsie 
con que comprar 
cinco papas pesa 
provisions. En 
mis 
que 
por 
pan 
28) 

finanzas se 
asisti a la 
los huevos d 
que reparten 

la actual penuria 
gran ilusion que 
larme frente a mi 
mejor dicho, la 
los proyectos. 
ur Vincent tendre 
carbon, cuatro o 
ran en rai filet â  
estos ultimos meses 
deterioraron tanto 
Pascua Rusa solo 
uros y el enorme 

(Querido Diego 
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And the hunger for affection that she has silenced 

since Diego's departure surfaces at the celebration. 

Angelina is amazed that strangers are more willing to 

provide affection than is Diego: 

Pero mas me emocionaron los abrazos 
de los desconocidos que me tomaban 
entre sus brazos y estampaban 
grandes y ruidosos besos en mis 
mejillas. Necesitaba eso, Diego, 
sentir ese calor humano. Yo ya no 
pido sabiduri^a ni fuerza, solo un 
poco de calor. . . (Querido Diego 
29-30) 

Angelina Beloff, unlike Jesusa Palancares, was 

afforded an education. Her parents attempted to train 

her to be self-sufficient. She says that the only way 

she knew to honor her parents was to continue the 

career for which they had prepared her. This desire to 

please her parents along with a small inheritance 

enabled her to go to Paris where she met Diego (Querido 

Diego 66). 

Angelina shares with Jesusa and the "angeles" and 

"pajaros" the desperation of being trapped in an alien 

place by the effects of insurmountable poverty. 

Neither of the two women has any place to go. Their 

families are gone. Both attempt to adopt a defensive 

shield by silencing their needs for experiencing the 

comfort of human warmth. Jesusa does so by belligerent 
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protests that she prefers being alone. Angelina 

quietly announces her acceptance of the silence. Both 

appear to come to terms with the fact that the offer of 

a sympathetic ear is a luxury not to be expected in 

this kind of existence. Jesusa locks her door against 

the silent world. She retreats into a smaller realm of 

silence, a silence no less painful but less visible to 

the outside world. She has not developed a defense 

against pity, and has no desire to experience that 

emotion. Angelina has resigned herself to the fact 

that she will not make a big contribution to the world 

of art as she had initially hoped she would. She 

decides to accept small subsistence jobs. And she vows 

to end her attempts to force Diego out of his silence. 

Both women attempt to come to terms with the silence of 

rejection. Jesusa began to learn her lesson in 

rejection early in life. Therefore, she is the more 

successful of the two in this endeavor. Angelina, on 

the other hand, appears not to have experienced 

rejection until her abandonment by Diego. She promises 

to rebuild her life. The reader, however, may end up 

skeptical of her ability to do so. The last postscript 

cancels her resolve. Both women silence their needs in 

order to survive. The fight for survival requires that 

one hide behind a defensive wall of stoic silence, 

characteristic of the silence of poverty. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE SILENT FEMALE 

Barriers to communication can also be discerned 

between those in power (traditionally males) and 

females, whose needs have, in many instances, been 

silenced and subordinated to those of the males. The -

battle of the sexes, its boundary lines indistinctly 

drawn, its victories inconclusive, its defeats 

universally assured--simply because soraeone must 

lose--is no nearer solution now than at its beginning. 

Problems resulting from a compulsion to exercise 

control over beings of the opposite sex appear to have 

caused as much consternation among mythological deities 

as they do among twentieth-century mortals. And 

throughout literature of all ages the battle has 

provided an unceasing source for subject, motif, and 

theme. In many civilizations (including western 

civilizations), male dominance emerged, and as many 

theories as there are theoreticians desiring to explain 

the phenomenon have been proposed. 

Simone de Beauvoir explains that acceptance of the 

male's superiority evolved partially because of the 

respective sexual roles. Primitive raan did not 

understand the male's role in procreation and felt no 

67 
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responsibility for the female's constantly weakened 

condition. Pregnancy, childbirth, lactation, and 

menstruation kept the female dependent on the male for 

her provisions and for those of her offspring. The 

female body was too efficient at producing offspring, 

and nomadic raan learned out of necessity to be creative 

in order to provide for those who travelled with him. 

The female was resented for causing so much work. It 

was not until man began to settle into agrarian 

cultures and to accumulate property that the female was 

appreciated for her contribution (69-74). 

De Beauvoir rejects psychophysiological explana

tions for behavioral differences in her study of The 

Second Sex (37). However, since the publication of de 

Beauvoir's study in 1952, many advances in the study of 

genetics have spawned other studies explaining role and 

personality differences between the sexes, casting 

doubt that the definitive study on sexual behavior and 

role differentiation will ever be written. But de 

Beauvoir's study is certainly one of the raost ambitious 

to date. 

An earlier study (1899) offered by American 

economist Thorstein Veblen in The Theory of the Leisure 

Class gives a teleological explanation for sexual role 

differentiation that is similar to parts of de 

Beauvoir's more exhaustive study. Veblen studied 
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barbarian cultures to find the genesis of a leisure 

class. As the barbarian cultures evolve from 

"peaceable savagery to a predatory phase of life," one 

type of work is more revered than another (16). Any 

work associated with what is necessary to carry on 

day-to-day existence is of less prestige than that 

requiring an active aggression. The warrior is 

ordinarily at the top of the power pyramid with the 

religious leaders second in comraand. In a less warlike 

society the positions of priests and warriors are 

reversed. Women, because of their less powerful 

physical attributes along with a more nurturing spirit 

(possibly because of their maternal roles), have 

traditionally performed the tasks necessary to 

quotidian survival while the men have hunted food and 

conquered rival tribes. Males incapable of performing 

exploitative tasks were left at camp to work with the 

women. These men were deprecated along with the woraen. 

Veblen's theory appears still to be pertinent in 

discussing ferainism in Mexico, where the moveraent has 

developed in distinctly different patterns according to 

social and economic boundaries. When the Spaniards 

arrived in America, a clash between two advanced 

cultures occurred. Both cultures had well-established 

leisure classes (the native Indians had a religious 

hierarchy, and the Spaniards had a warrior hierarchy). 
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Both cultures, in fact, had a deprecatory attitude 

toward women. The attitude was too well-established in 

both cultures for any rapid change to occur; thus it 

has remained as a silent presence. Among the urban 

poor and the provincial population, especially, 

feminist ideas have continued to be suppressed, or 

perhaps it would be more accurate to say that poverty 

and the struggle for survival close the gender gap. De 

Beauvoir's study shows a direct historical link between 

the desire to acquire and manage property and the 

practice of subjugating the female and treating her as 

property. Thus, equality of the sexes would be more 

likely in families lacking property (92-109). 

In Mexico equality of rights has been slow to 

develop. Precedents, however, for feminisra have been 

present from the time Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz wrote 

her redondillas "Contra las injusticias de los hombres 

al hablar de las mujeres" which she began with "Hombres 

necios, que acusais / a la mujer sin razon / sin ver 

que sois la ocasion / de lo misrao que culpais" 

(Englekirk et al. 69). Sor Juana added her protest 

against the seventeenth-century practice of excluding 

woraen from education in her "Respuesta a Sor Filotea." 

She, like Jesusa Palancares, had a strong desire to be 

literate. Her being denied access to a formal 

education was a social matter rather than an economic 
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matter as was Jesusa's. The privilege of acquiring a 

formal education in Sor Juana's time was granted 

exclusively to raen. And, of course, Sor Juana was of a 

social leisure class not dedicated solely to the art of 

survival. Therefore, she had raore time to devote to 

yearning for and pursuing knowledge. She presents a 

case for the education of women, and documents her own 

love of learning: 

Lo que si es verdad, que no negare 
(lo uno porque es notorio a todos; 
y lo otro porque, aunque sea contra 
mi, rae ha hecho Dios la merced de 
darrae grandisirao amor a la verdad) 
que, desde que me rayo la primera 
luz de la razon, fue tan veheraente 
y poderosa la inclinacion a las 
letras, que ni ajenas 
reprehensiones (que he tenido 
muchas), ni propias reflejas (que 
he hecho no pocas) han bastado a 
que deje de seguir este natural 
impulso que Dios puso en mi, su 
Majestad sabe por que y para que. 
Y sabe que le he pedido que apague 
la luz de mi entendimiento, dejando 
solo lo que baste para guardar su 
Ley, pues lo demas sobra (segun 
algunos) en una mujer; y aun hay 
quien diga que dana. Sabe tambien 
su Majestad que no consiguiendo 
esto, he intentado sepultar con rai 
nombre mi entendimiento, y 
sacrificarsele solo a quien me lo 
dio y que no otro motivo me entro 
en la Religion, no obstante que, al 
desembarazo y quietud que pedia mi 
estudiosa intencion, eran 
repugnantes los ejercicios y 
compania de una comunidad. 
(Englekirk et al. 65) 
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The issues addressed by Sor Juana have existed 

from her time until the twentieth century, surfacing 

primarily among middle-class women of the 1970s and 

1980s (who have grown tired of being silenced), but the 

cause has been slow to gather support. Alan Riding, in 

his Distant Neighbors, attributes the phenomenon of a 

new "permanent, vocal and highly political lobby of 

feminists" to the example set by the social revolution 

in the United States and by a growing middle class in 

Mexico (360). Middle-class women have become 

comparable to the exploitative leisure class identified 

by Veblen. Many have maids to do domestic chores 

previously performed by the woraan of the house. The 

role of the housewife has changed so that she performs 

mostly administrative duties, seeing that the household 

runs smoothly, and that the children receive the care 

they need. The actual chores, nevertheless, are left 

to the maids (who come from the ranks of those 

"angeles" and "pajaros" Poniatowska discusses in Fuerte 

es el silencio) of which there is a plentiful supply. 

The maids perform work similar to that of primitive 

women, and they are regarded with approximately the 

same respect. Furthermore, although the practice is 

still regarded as an affront to the husband's 

masculinity, the middle-class woman is now free to work 

outside the home (Riding 360-365). Feminisra is still 
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regarded suspiciously and is practically nonexistent in 

provincial areas and among the poor, whose household 

duties require all of their time, concentration, and 

effort. Feminism or the absence of feminism is 

connected primarily to the function of the female in 

the family structure and to the economic structure of 

the family. 

Elena Poniatowska, a self-proclaimed but not 

particularly militant feminist, conservatively 

expresses feminist elements in her works. Without 

appearing especially strident, she has strong feelings 

about equal rights. To a question directed to her by 

Beth Miller in 1974 about whether she considers herself 

a feminist, Poniatowska responded as follows: 

Me parece absurdo decir que no soy 
feminista. Yo estoy totalmente del 
lado de las mujeres, yo quiero que 
las mujeres salgan. Quiero que mi 
hija tenga una carrera tan buena 
como la de su hermano, que tenga 
las mismas posibilidades, el mismo 
poder de hacer y deshacer. . . a 
igual trabajo, igual salario, 
etcetera. Que las mujeres sepan 
que lo iraportante es que trabajen y 
se valgan por si mismas y sean 
economicamente independientes 
porque entonces lo seran en todos 
los sentidos: sexualraente, 
eraocionalmente, socialraente. Yo si 
creo mucho en la educacion. Claro 
que alegar que la educacion puede 
salvar a la mujer es plantear de 
nuevo "la elite". Pero creo que la 
educacion le puede ayudar 
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enorraeraente a la mujer. (Miller y 
Gonzalez 320) 

Through her works, Poniatowska does convey a 

conservative feminism via character portrayal. She 

chooses women with what many would consider 

non-traditional world views. Superficially, the female 

protagonists depicted by this author have little in 

common save a kind of character strength. The author 

selects protagonists from all strata of society. 

Although the models are based on real persons, the 

author uses her artistic skills to compose the 

characters. Poniatowska concentrates her energy 

primarily on the female protagonists, possibly because 

she has a greater understanding of them. In the four 

works I have chosen to discuss, there are certain 

characteristics that are shared by women in varying 

stages of iraraanence and transcendence. These two terras 

are explained below under the subheading "Self-

identity: Iraraanence and Transcendence." Attitudes and 

situations in the lives of Poniatowska's females appear 

to coincide sometimes with those of the author's 

personal life: 1) The protagonist seems generally to 

reside in an existential solitude, being on the margin 

of various societies but not belonging to any 

particular society. Biographical information about 

Poniatowska reveals that she herself has been and is on 
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the margin of many societies. Her father was Polish, 

and her mother is Mexican. She was born in France, 

where she learned her first language—French. Her 

education in the United States gave her command over 

English. The social position of her family placed her 

in the bourgeois class, but her only training in 

Spanish was given her by the house servants. She works 

as a journalist, but her largest successes come from 

her literary works which are neither fiction nor 

non-fiction. She tells of serving as treasurer for a 

seamstress union but having little business sense 

(D'Adesky 5). She might have an interview at 

Lecumberri prison in the afternoon and then spend the 

evening at a cocktail party. Her life appears to 

encorapass raany worlds, but she cannot be deeply 

involved with any one. 

2) The typical Poniatowska feraale character has 

been abandoned by soraeone close to her. The 

abandonment is usually involuntary--either death, 

detainment by governraent officials, or economic 

necessity. Poniatowska dedicates all of her works to 

Jan Poniatowska, who died in 1968. Jan was identified 

by one Poniatowska critic as the brother of the author 

(Dolly J. Young 75). His death in 1968 was a senseless 

death as were those of all who died at Tlatelolco. 
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3) The characters, after their abandonment, 

wander in a labyrinthine structure for a time searching 

for direction and self-identity. They are vulnerable. 

Vulnerability is an elusive, universal trait that I 

will not presume to pinpoint in a single incident of 

the author's life. I assume that Poniatowska shares 

the human condition of having an accumulation of 

experiences that creates vulnerability. The 

vulnerability of Poniatowska's characters is worthy of 

mention primarily because it is often accompanied by 

defensive outbursts of anger directed at persons of 

authority. The resolution of the vulnerability and 

anger usually appears as a brittle raask of stoic 

bravado or indifference. 

Self-identity: Immanence 
and Transcendence 

I use these two terms in the sense that Simone de 

Beauvoir uses them in The Second Sex with "immanence" 

referring to existing and finding one's identity within 

the confines of a passive, receptive feminine existence 

and "transcendence" referring to existing and finding 

one's identity in the external world. Typically, 

females would exist in immanence and males would exist 

in transcendence. The traits of feminism exhibited by 

the protagonists and the rejection of traditional 
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feminine behavior do not always represent a conscious 

choice on the part of the female. The deviation from 

the traditional female role is more a statement that 

this behavior is no longer possible or even desirable 

The situations in which society places women require 

flexibility. 

Jesusa Palancares is the protagonist with the 

least clearly defined sex-identification role. Joel 

Hancock has identified her as androgynous (353). The 

death of her mother when Jesusa was quite sraall left 

the child without a female role model. The 

relationship with her father provided Jesusa with an 

ambiguous self-identity: the woman that her father 

brought home only a week after her mother's death 

aroused jealousy in the child. The two females 

disputed ownership: 

Yo dormia con rai papa, pero como es 
tierra caliente, nos tendiaraos en 
una hamaca, y nunca deje que se 
fuera a acostar con la mujer esa. 
Entonces ella empezo a 
emborracharse con lo del mandado, 
vayase a saber por que. . . 
Jamas vi a la borracha dormir con 
mi papa, pero era su cuero de el. 
Ella me lo dijo: 

--No me conviene de ninguna 
manera que no nos dejes en paz. Es 
mi marido. . . 

Le grite que no era su marido 
porque era rai papa. (Hasta 21) 
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But even while Jesusa's mother was alive, the father 

was more patient with the child. He did tasks 

traditionally considered woman's work: 

Y el me peinaba con mucho cuidado 
porque nunca me ha gustado que me 
agarren los cabellos. Siento muy 
feo que me jalen y ^1 tenifa su mano 
suavecita, muy suavecita. Cuando 
rai mam^ me peinaba parecia como que 
me caia lumbre. Solo de el me 
dejaba peinar. (Hasta 21) 

Jesusa discusses her sex identification as a child, and 

reveals that she leaned raore toward the raasculine 

world, primarily because of training and financial 

circumstances: 

Como rai papa no tenia medio de 
comprarrae nada, rais juguetes eran 
Unas piedras, una flecha, una honda 
para aventar pedradas y canicas que 
e'l mismo pulia. Buscaba mi pa'pa 
una piedra que fuera gruesa, dura, 
una piedra azul, y con ella 
redondeaba y liraaba otras piedritas 
porosas y salian las bolitas a puro 
talle y talle. Los trorapos de palo 
rae los sacaba de un arbol que se 
llama pochote y ese pochote tiene 
muchas chichitas. . . 

Yo era muy hombrada y siempre 
me gusto jugar a la guerra, a las 
pedradas, a la rayuela, al trorapo, 
a las canicas, a la lucha, a las 
patadas, a puras cosas de horabre, 
puro matar lagartijas a piedrazos, 
puro reventar iguanas contra las 
rocas. (Hasta 19-20) 
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Felipe appeared to be concerned that Jesusa was not 

learning to be a woman. He tried from time to time to 

turn her education over to the women. Efren, Jesusa's 

older brother, brought a wife horae, and the wife, 

Ignacia, was entrusted with the task of teaching the 

child to be a woman: 

Queria que me ensenara a hacer 
tortillas y yo estaba acostumbrada 
a andar corriendo. Como desde 
chiquilla no me halle sino con la 
libertad, todo mi gusto era andar 
sola en el campo o arriba de un 
cerro. (Hasta 28) 

Ignacia's immanence provided more of a negative example 

in that she was rewarded for her submission to the 

feminine life by frequent beatings and verbal abuse. 

De Beauvoir indicates that among poor families there is 

equality because of the lack of property, but often the 

married woman finds herself her husband's only 

property. Marriage becomes a license to abuse the 

property : 
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Later in life Jesusa's identity was no better 

defined. Her role in the Revolution was not typical of 

female participation in that war. Although there were 

raany female camp followers, most of these women 

performed traditional tasks for the men. They cooked; 

they washed the men's clothes; they provided female 

companionship. Jesusa, on the other hand, did not know 

how to cook. She resented so thoroughly the way Pedro, 

her husband, treated her that she rebelled by not 

keeping herself clean; therefore, she was unlikely to 

be concerned about Pedro's cleanliness. The female 

companionship she provided was perfunctory and 
3 

begrudging. Instead of participating in a traditional 

female role, Jesusa went into battle with her husband. 

She rode beside him and kept his rifle loaded. When 

Pedro was killed in battle, it was Jesusa who took 

command of the troops. Although this might seem to be 

non-typical of feminine behavior, it is comraon for the 

widow to inherit the husband's property as well as his 

place in society. Yet as a raarried woraan, she would be 

considered incapable of performing the tasks associated 

with maintenance of the position (de Beauvoir 114). 

Angelina Beloff, by contrast, had come from a 

background that taught independence and self-reliance. 

During her stay with Rivera she became accustomed to 

the Mexican practice of making the married woman 
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dependent on her husband. Angelina chose to follow 

this more traditional feminine approach but was denied 

the opportunity to dedicate herself to her chosen role. 

After Diego's abandonment, she initially resisted 

independence. She attempted to fight his silence first 

by appealing to his masculine ego representing the 

tendency to expect the wife to maintain the home for 

his pleasure. She tried to cling to the reranants of 

the past and wrote to Diego about how she had retained 

his image in her life. Her first letter begins as 

follows : 

En el estudio, todo ha quedado 
igual, querido Diego, tus pinceles 
se yerguen en el vaso, muy limpios 
como a ti te gusta. Atesoro hasta 
el mas rainirao papel en que has 
trazado una linea. En la manana, 
como si estuvieras presente, me 
siento a preparar las ilustraciones 
para Floreal. (Querido Diego 9) 

She then appealed to his paternal instincts by 

reminding him of their shared experience with the child 

that died. She related her dream of their existence 

together with the child: 

Viajariamos a Biarritz, los tres 
juntos, el nino, tu y yo cuando 
tuvieras raenos trabajo. Imaginaba 
yo a Dieguito asoleandose, a 
Dieguito sobre tus piernas, a 
Dieguito frente al mar. (Querido 
Diego 13) 
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She appealed to his sense of protectiveness. She 

talked of her dependence and lack of identity without 

him: "despue's de todo, sin ti, soy bien poca cosa, mi 

valor lo determina el amor que me tengas y existo para 

los demas en la medida en que tu me quieras. Si dejas 

de hacerlo, ni yo ni los demas podremos quererrae" 

(Querido Diego 17). She told him of her burst of 

creative energy and ensuing illness and reminded him of 

how she used to care for him at times when he was 

possessed with the creative spirit: "sonrei para mi 

misraa al pensar que ojala y hubiera una Angelina que 

cuidara de rai y rae rogara interrumpir tan solo un 

raoraento para coraer un poco" (Querido Diego 22). 

Angelina Beloff represents the woman struggling to 

maintain immanence and the protection it affords at the 

expense of her self-identity. Through the letters she 

writes to Diego Rivera, she reveals an evolution in 

acquiring and subsequently shedding her chosen 

traditional female role and in accepting and rejecting 

independence. The first letters show her alone and 

lost in her attempt to retain whatever closeness she 

shared with Diego during his Paris years. She protests 

that she has maintained the studio exactly as she did 

when he was there with her. She ascribes to the studio 

mausoleum qualities, keeping his possessions as if on 

display. She fears that any change has the potential 
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of upsetting her chosen precarious place in Diego's 

life (even though this place no longer exists as she 

remembers it). In her letter of November 7, 1921, 

Angelina reminisces the years of poverty they shared in 

Paris and asks that Diego remember with her. It is 

like a plea to maintain status quo: 
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The fear of change inspires her to keep his jacket 

hanging exactly as he left it: 
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The jacket is symbolic of their relationship. The 

essence is gone, and to disturb the superficial dust 

with any change represents a clear danger of destroying 

the image as well. 

Angelina has chosen to allow her identity to 

become confused with that of Diego. She talks of her 

Mexicanization by association with Diego and his 

friends. This process is aided by her remoteness from 

her native land and her family. In relating a 

conversation she had with one of her European friends 

about freshness in a tired civilization, she speaks of 

the power Diego has exerted over her. Bakst, the 

friend responds, "Es un salvaje . . . los salvajes no 

estan contaminados por nuestra ci-vi-li-za-ci<5n, pero 

ten cuidado porque suelen tragarse de un bocado a las 

mujeres pequenas y blancas" (Querido Diego 48). But 

the Russian artist remains undaunted. She attempts to 

retain his image by becoming Diego through her 

painting: "siento que no estas lejos, estoy llena de 

ti, es decir de pintura" (Querido Diego 21). She talks 

of being possessed by Diego's creative spirit: 

Pense que tu espiritu se habia 
posesionado de mi, que eras tu y no 
yo el que estaba dentro de mi, que 
este deseo febril de pintar 
provenia de ti y no quise perder un 
segundo de tu posesion. Me volvi 
hasta gorda Diego, rae desbordaba, 
no cabia en el estudio, era alta 
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como tu, combatia en contra de los 
espiritus—tu me dijiste alguna vez 
que tenias tratos con el diablo— y 
lo recorde en este momento porque 
mi caja toraxica se expandio a tal 
grado que los pechos se me 
hincharon, los cachetes, la papada. 
(Querido Diego 23) 

The "spirit" turns out to be a fever, but the feeling 

of being possessed does not abate: 

Solo entonces me toque la frente y 
me di cuenta de que tenia fiebre 
jbendita fiebre! habia que 
aprovecharla, vivir esta hora hasta 
el fondo, te senti sobre de mi, 
Diego, eran tus manos y no las mias 
las que se movlan. (Querido Diego 
23) 

Failing in her attempts to elicit a response from 

Diego, Angelina reaches into her own past to remember 

her identity and independence before meeting Diego and 

says, "crei en mis disposiciones extraordinarias" but 

concludes that her art is lost (Querido Diego 24): 

Yo tengo la absoluta conciencia de 
que no llegare mucho mas lejos de 
lo que soy. Necesitaria mucha 
libertad de espiritu, mucha 
tranquilidad para iniciar la obra 
maestra y tu recuerdo me atenaza 
constantemente ademas de los 
problemas que te sabes de meraoria 
no enumero para no aburrirte; 
nuestra pobreza, el frio, la 
soledad. (Querido Diego 25) 
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She then talks about the present and a job that she has 

landed. She talks of making a break with the past, but 

concludes that, "Mientras no tenga noticias tuyas estoy 

paralizada" (Querido Diego 32). Her confidence in her 

present work is gone. She sends her engravings to 

Diego so that he can affirm her existence and worth. 

Again, she reaches back toward her existence before 

meeting Diego to feed her need for self-worth. She 

talks of her former self-confidence and dedication to 

her work: 

Comia pensando en como lograr las 
sombras del rostro que acababa de 
dejar, cenaba a toda velocidad 
recordando el cuadro en el 
caballete, cuando hacia ensayos de 
encaustica pensaba en el momento en 
que volveria a abrir la puerta del 
taller y su familiar y persistente 
olor a espliego. (Querido Diego 
34) 

Angelina finally appears to recognize the futility of 

her attempts to hold on to a silent ghost of a memory, 

and she rejects the stereotypical identity she has 

assigned herself: 

No tengo en que ocuparme, no me 
salen los grabados, hoy no quiero 
ser dulce, tranquila, decente, 
sumisa, comprensiva, resignada, las 
cualidades que siempre ponderan los 
amigos. Tampoco quiero ser^ 
maternal; Diego no es un nino 
grande, Diego solo es un hombre que 
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no escribe porque no me quiere y me 
ha olvidado por completo. (Querido 
Diego 41-42) 

Nevertheless, these words, according to Angelina, were 

written in a hand that she did not recognize. She was, 

perhaps, still under the influence of the fever. She 

once again offers to go to Mexico to help however she 

can in a submissive feraale role. She again appeals to 

Diego's masculine ego, offering to serve him faithfully 

without getting in his way: 

Incluso ahora, me conforraaria con 
raezclar tus colores, lirapiar tu 
paleta, tener los pinceles en 
perfecto estado, ser tu ayudante y 
no erabarazarme. Aqui en Pans, 
nuestra vida fue muy dura; alia 
bajo el sol raexicano, quiza lo 
seria raenos y yo trataria de ser 
una buena mujer para ti. (Querido 
Diego 65) 

But realizing that her requests are bouncing off a 

solid wall of silence, Angelina returns to talk of her 

upbringing as a self-sufficient, independent female: 

Mis padres me ensenaron a bastarme 
a mî  misma; les debo este inmenso 
regalo y nunca acabare de 
agradecerselo. Perteneci a una de 
esas familias de la clase media que 
son la fuente del liberalismo y del 
radicalismo en Rusia y mis propios 
padres me obligaron a tener una 
profesion. Al igual que un hijo 
varo'n, tuve que prepararme. ejercer 
y saber trabajar. iQue sabios 
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eran, porque al erapujarme me 
estaban dando la clave de mi propia 
felicidad! El lograr mi 
independencia economica ha sido una 
de las fuentes de mayor 
satisfaccion y me enorgullece haber 
sido una de las mujeres avanzadas 
de mi tiempo. (Querido Diego 
65-66) ^ 

This speech appears to convey her final position. 

Ostensibly, she has accepted the message implicit in 

Diego's silence. Yet the postscript to the final 

letter (the one following this one) appears to cancel 

her resolve. 

Another of Poniatowska's protagonists, and 

possibly the most ferainist of all, is based on Rosario 

Ibarra de Piedra. Rosario has ranch raore to gain from 

maintaining her traditional feminine role than does 

Angelina. Rosario, as a result of her son's 

disappearence and her compulsion to extract from the 

void of his silence knowledge of his fate, is the 

character most successful in her struggle for 

self-identity. Somewhat traditional in her role as 

wife of a successful Monterrey doctor and mother of 

several independent thinking sons, Rosario abandoned 

her stereotypical feraale role in a middle-class 

existence to search for her son. Her outspoken refusal 

to be silenced by the bureaucracy intent on maintaining 

control prepared her to becorae the Workers' 
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Revolutionary Party candidate for the presidency of 

Mexico in 1982 and again in 1988. But the self-esteem 

and confidence were won gradually. Upon first arriving 

in Mexico City, Rosario was vulnerable and alone. She 

wandered the labyrinthine streets (much like Jesusa had 

done when she first arrived in Mexico City, but with 

raore ability to cope with the situation). She began 

to pick up sympathetic glances as she searched for a 

starting point: 
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Rosario, like Jesusa, sheds the stereotypical idea 

of the submissive female and accords little reverence 

to those in power. She began her campaign with the 

President of Mexico, Luis Echeverria. Upon finding out 

that Echeverria would be at a ceremony commemorating 

the placement of Pancho Villa's remains at the Monument 
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to the Revolution, Rosario planted herself next to 

Villa's widow, armed with a photograph of the missing 

son sewn onto the bosom of her mourning dress. Rosario 

turned the orator's words praising Echeverria's deeds, 

"con este acto Echeverria le hacia justicia a un 

guerrillero" against the president: "Hagale justicia a 

este mi rauchacho, que segun ustedes tambien es 

guerrillero" (Fuerte 96). Attracting Echeverria's 

attention bolstered her courage and gave her a focus, 

thus ending the aimless wandering through the labyrinth 

of Mexico City streets. It also meant the beginning of 

a new era in her search: that of being shuttled from 

one functionary to another. The functionaries become 

accustomed to seeing her, and they recognize that she 

does not behave like their idea of a typical female. 

They make such comments as the following: "Es usted la 

daraa mas tenaz que he conocido" and "Senora, es usted 

mas terca que una mula coja" (Fuerte 96-97). Rosario 

adraits the truth of the statements and affirms her 

commitment to the cause: "Morire terca, no puedo ser 

mas que terca aunque mi hijo este muerto, tercamente 

seguire, para que vuelvan los deraas, aparezcan los 

otros jovenes, que tambien son Jesus, rai hijo, mis 

hijos" (Fuerte 97). 

On the next to last day of Echeverria's six year 

term, Rosario approches the President nine times. The 
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President sends her to Ojeda Paullada who sends her 

back to the President, and on goes the process with the 

predictable outcome of her finally being passed down to 

functionaries of lesser rank where she has to explain 

her situation from the beginning at each stop. Also 

predictably, nobody has answers to her questions and 

cannot refer her to someone who does. Rosario learns 

to refrain from eraotional outbursts in front of these 

functionaries: "Muy pronto aprendi a no llorar ante 

ellos para que no pudieran decir: 'Esta pobre mujer no 

esta en sus cabales'" (Fuerte 100). 

The situation presented in Jja_ noche de Tlatelolco 

is somewhat similar to that of Rosario Ibarra de 

Piedra. This work contrasts raodern ferainist behavior 

with traditional feminine behavior. Participating in 

the student demonstrations indicated a rejection of 

accepted traditional values. The young women in the 

movement appear to have a much more cosmopolitan 

approach to self-identity. They are a raore active part 

of their world than their raothers had been of theirs. 

The mothers had not questioned their places in society. 

Indicative of the automatism of the mothers' acceptance 

of tradition are comments made by several of the 

raothers whose daughters participated in the conflict. 

The length of the skirt the young women wear, some of 

the older women believe, reflects brazen behavior and a 
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rejection of traditional values. Comments by three of 

these women appear below: 
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But some of the mothers feel that their daughters have 

gained by rejecting tradition to becorae a part of this 

new world. The raothers, by accepting the traditional 

ideas, were alienated by their world when they were 

younger. Luz Fernanda Carmona Ochoa, the mother of one 

young woman, expresses adrairation and discusses her own 

lack of identification in her youth: 
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cantaban, "Mujer, mujer divina" y 
el hastio era pavorreal que se 
aburria de luz por la tarde. No se 
que hubiera dado porque me dijeran 
en vez de "y te has vuelto medrosa 
y cobarde", "See you later, 
alligator, after a while 
crocodile", y porque las rupturas 
se limitaran a: 

Bye bye love 
bye bye happiness 
Hello loneliness 
X think I'm gonna cry. 

(La noche 25) 

Another mother comments on her own alienation resulting 

from her attempts to perform as her elders expected her 

to: 

Nosotras eramos unas mosquitas 
muertas, unas "quiero y no puedo"; 
cuando nos gustaba un muchacho 
fingiamos que no; la vida 
transcurria entre zozobras, 
recaditos, correveidiles, puntapi^s 
debajo de la mesa, sainetes, "No 
metas la pata" y componendas de a 
tres por cinco. Todo lo haciamos a 
escondidas y yo tengo la sensacion 
de haber vivido asi, a escondidas; 
logrando lo que deseaba a 
hurtadillas como cuando nina robaba 
la mermelada de la alacena de las 
conservas y cerraba bruscamente el 
armario con el terror de que 
alguien me hubiera visto. . . Por 
eso rae gusta la vida de los 
jovenes; prefiero mil veces la vida 
de mi hija a la que yo llev6. S6 
que rai hija no me dice mentiras. 
(La, noche 25-26) 

The daughters involved in the demonstrations 

preceding the Olympic games in 1968 were integrated 
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into a society of their own creation. This society 

placed itself beyond the margin of the dominant society 

by protesting the suppression of human rights by the 

government. In fact, the students were on the margin 

of several societies. Most of them had reached an age 

in which they were (at least in their own views) not so 

dependent on the families. They were not yet a part of 

the work force, and most of them had few responsibil

ities. The demonstrations created a common society 

comprised of a variety of individuals. Protest, among 

these individuals, was the unifying element. Che 

Guevara was chosen as their symbol. Revolutionary 

Mexican leaders such as Emiliano Zapata and Pancho 

Villa were rejected as symbols because the governraent, 

in institutionalizing the Revolution, had successfully 

co-opted the heroes of the Revolution. The demonstra

tion itself was a unifying element. The females 

usually were made to feel equal to the males, and 

equality of the sexes was only one part of the 

democratization process that the students demanded. 

Octavio Paz explains the overall picture of the 

demonstration in his The Other Mexico: Critique of the 

Pyramid: 

The students' demands were 
genuinely moderate: derogation of 
one article in the Penal Code, an 
article that is completely 
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unconstitutional and that contains 
the affront to human rights called 
"crirae of opinion"; the freeing of 
various political prisoners; the 
dismissal of the chief of police; 
et cetera. All of their petitions 
could be summed up in a single word 
that was both the crux of the 
movement and the key to its 
magnetic influence on the 
conscience of the people: 
democratization. Again and again 
the demonstrators asked for "a 
public dialogue between the 
government and the students" as a 
prelude to a dialogue between the 
people and the authorities. This 
demand was an echo of that which a 
group of us writers had made in 
1958, during similar but less 
widespread disturbances that 
foretold much worse ones to 
come--as we warned the government 
at the time. (14-15) 

But even in the demonstrations where the women 

played an integral role, sex role differentiation did 

occur. One of the student leaders known as el^ Buho, 

Eduardo Valle Espinoza, talked of the role played by 

the woraen. The railitant role of women in these 

demonstrations differs considerably from that of the 

camp followers in the Revolution; it raore closely 

parallels the participation of Jesusa Palancares: 

Las raujeres le dieron al Movimiento 
muchas de sus caracteristicas de 
combatividad. Recuerdo a algunas 
companeras: Mirta de la Wilfrido 
Massieu, Tita y Nacha de Derecho, 
Bertha de Medicina, Mari Carraen, 
Evelia, Betty de Ciencias, 
Consuelito, Marivilia y Adriana de 
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Preparatoria, Marcia, por supuesto, 
miles raas. En verdad, miles mas y 
como grupo las maravillosas 
muchachas de enfermeria del Poli, 
las de Ciencias Biologicas, las de 
Medicina de la UNAM, etce'tera. 

En la toma del Casco, las 
companeras de enfermeria se 
portaron como verdaderas valientes. 
Lo Adelita les salid 
espontaneamente, del corazon. 
Curaron a los companeros heridos, 
los sacaron del Casco, los 
atendieron sin importarles el 
peligro. 

Todas ellas se han ganado, a 
base de valor y companerismo, un 
lugar preponderante en el 
Movimiento. . .(La noche 93) 

Nevertheless, despite his praise of the valor of the 

women, el Buho orders them off the bus on one occasion 

when a group of students are going to the "Prepa" to 

investigate a report that the school has been taken by 

the "porra": "Bajense inmediataraente. Solo vamos a ir 

hombres" (liâ  noche 93). Another time el Buho traps 

himself by using sexist language: "No lloremos como 

mujeres lo que no supimos defender como hombres" (La 

noche 93-94). When met by a delegation of angry woraen 

to whom his words have been repeated, el Buho defends 

his choice of words, explaining that it was in the 

"sentido metaforico" that he meant the quotation (La 

noche 94). But the women themselves demonstrate 

remnants of sexism by their use of sexist language. 

Phrases such as "Uy que padre" (La_ noche 50) and "un 
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ambiente muy padre" (La noche 56) and "darse en la 

madre" (La noche 122) are used by females. 

Despite dramatic progress in sexual equality and 

self-identity, anti-feminism lies just below the 

surface. Some feel that women should stay out of 

political demonstrations. The sociologist Elias 

Padilla Ruvalcaba, for example, asserts in Ijâ  noche 

that women are not ready to challenge family structure, 

much less governments; and therefore, women have not 

yet attained true self-identity and are not equal to 

men in the fight against social and political 

oppression : 

Ninguna raujer de la clase media se 
atreve a retar a la institucion 
minima: la de su familia. 
Entonces, 6c6rao va a retar a las 
grandes instituciones? (Ĵ a noche 
95) 

Abandonment, Alienation, 
and Independence 

Simone de Beauvoir in her chapter on the formative 

childhood years rejects the idea of biological 

differences to explain the development of independence 

in the two sexes. She explains that male children 

experience an emotional abandonment fairly early after 

weaning at which time they are taught that "'A man 

doesn't ask to be kissed . . . A man doesn't look at 
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himself in the mirrors . . . A man doesn't cry'" (305). 

The female child, on the other hand, is cajoled and 

caressed by both parents, and her coquetry is 

encouraged and rewarded. Thus, the female clings to 

the emotional dependence enjoyed by both sexes prior to 

the emotional abandonment of the male. In the 

bourgeois and upper classes in Mexico when education 

was not considered important for women, a female could 

progress from birth through old age without 

experiencing this abandonment. She might never gain 

independence. Poniatowska's females do experience 

abandonment. 

The females portrayed in ĵâ  noche de Tlatelolco. 

though too numerous to appear as individuals, represent 

a segment of Mexican society that exemplifies 

Poniatowska's ideal of the ferainist. The education 

process appears to have made these females aware that 

society abandons much of the population. This 

awareness initiates the development of independence for 

these young Mexican woraen. They assert their 

independence by participating in the demonstrations. A 

few women emerge as role models. Ana Ignacia 

Rodriguez, La Nacha, for example, and Roberta Avendano, 

La Tita, and Mercedes Olivera de Vazquez are only three 

of many female subjects who present a model for the 

feminist. These women, like Rosario Ibarra de Piedra 
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and Jesusa Palancares, are independent and outspoken. 

The women (from Ĵ a noche de Tlatelolco) are, according 

to Sartre's definition, engagees. They refuse to be 

silenced. The incident at Tlatelolco restricts their 

influence by restricting their freedom. They do not 

capitulate, but Diaz Ordaz's success at silencing their 

opposition affords them a more personal abandonment. 

They wander in a labyrinth of cells inside Lecumberri 

Prison, awaiting their release. They are abandoned by 

the failure of the movement; they are likewise 

abandoned or rejected by the society into which they 

were born. They did, after all, question established 

authority and were defeated. 

As the student demonstrations abandon their 

participants, the Revolution abandoned Jesusa 

Palancares. Her narration chronicles a series of 

events throughout her existence in which her life is 

uprooted. Her first experience as a truly independent 

woman occurs after Pedro's death when she finds herself 

completely alone in the city. She talks of Pedro's 

death in the stoical manner she has adopted to deal 

with abandonment and rejection. She subjugates the 

importance of his death to that of the death of three 

pets : 

A la coyota me la mataron, 
despues se murio el Jazmin y cuando 
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Now that Jesusa is alone, she must become truly 

independent. Her fight to become independent began 

many years earlier when the series of abandonments 

began. Her story does not differ radically from that 

of many of the urban and provincial poor and ignorant. 

She does not proselytize feminisra. Her efforts on 

behalf of the cause are raore reactions than direct 

action. After Pedro's death she acquires status as a 

single woman. Therefore, she has equal rights. As 

mentioned in a previous chapter, she comes from a 

childhood lacking in human warmth; and although she 

craves affection, her capacity to give and receive 

affection is limited by her poverty where early 

attempts at searching out tenderness found rejection 

and where instinct for survival causes her to reject 

those who might wish tenderness from her. Her 

instinctual desire for tenderness is never satisfied. 

She lacks experience to give or receive human kindness 
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but at the same time she longs for that unnamed 

something that she missed out on as a child. Each time 

she approaches a point in which this need might be 

fulfilled, something happens to uproot her life. 

Several times in her lifetime soraeone or something 

touches her and elicits compassion from her. All of 

these individuals expose in Jesusa a need for 

tenderness, but all let her down. Her mother dies, 

leaving the small child bewildered. Jesusa jumps into 

the grave with her mother's body. Her father, who has 

ample opportunity to return the devotion that the child 

offers, asking little in return, repays her devotion 

with a series of step-mothers who use and abuse her. 

Finally Felipe denies being her father. Her husband, 

after making her life miserable with physical abuse, 

learns to respect her on equal terms only after she 

threatens his life with a pistol. An orphan coyote 

that loves her unquestioningly is repaid for protecting 

her with a bullet from Pedro's superior officer's gun. 

Jesusa sacrifices to provide opportunities she herself 

was denied for an orphan child. The child repays her 

kindness by rejecting the values she attempted to teach 

him and by abandoning her. A syphilitic homosexual 

whom Jesusa befriends takes her money and leaves her to 

a slow, excruciating death ravaged by syphilis. All of 

these who need her abandon her in her need. Preparing 
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to die, Jesusa is vulnerable. But she denies that 

vulnerability, much as she lashes out animal-like at 

those who attempt to subjugate her by use of superior 

force. This belligerent attitude is, after all, one of 

the few defense mechanisms at her disposal. 

Vulnerable too, with few defenses is Angelina 

Beloff, protagonist of Querido Diego, te abraza Quiela. 

She, like Jesusa, protests that she is worldly and has 

progressed beyond the necessity for the tenderness she 

craves. The death of her parents represented her first 

abandonment and the beginning of the development of her 

independence. But following her through the stages of 

vulnerability, self-sufficiency, and a show of bravado, 

the reader becomes aware of her lack of growth. She is 

concentrating only on the impossibe hope of being able 

to recapture the human warmth and return to dependence 

that she experienced with Diego. His strong and 

overpowering presence left an absence impossible to 

transcend. 

Angelina is the most cosmopolitan of Poniatowska's 

women. She has remnants of eraotional ties with Russia, 

France, and Mexico. However, she is a part of no 

world. And Diego's abandoning her after having made 

her dependent on him enhances her feeling of 

alienation. She persists in rejecting independence. 
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Her feelings of alienation overflow in one of her 

letters to Diego: 

Me he debilitado mucho, no he 
salido y salvo Zadkin que vino a 
preguntar una tarde si tenia yo 
noticias tuyas, mi contacto con el 
mundo exterior es nulo. (Querido 
Diego 24) 

Her dependence on Diego, in fact, was so overwhelming 

that she in many ways rejected the child that she had 

with him. In retrospect, however, she remembers a 

transcendence or a feeling of being a part of the 

child's world. Reflecting, she tells Diego, "Se que tu 

no piensas ya en Dieguito; cortaste sanamente, la raraa 

reverdece, tu mundo es otro, y mi mundo es otro, y mi 

mundo es el de mi hijo" (Querido Diego 25). But in 

reality, she was unable to provide a safe place for the 

child, she had to let another woman care for the child 

when he was ill: 
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los Zeting, las dulees manos de la 
joven Maria arropando a mi hijo. 
(Querido Diego 12) 

Angelina regrets having missed her chance at maternity, 

and yearns to regain the world she lost: "Cuando oigo 

en la calle a un nino llorar me detengo: busco en su 

llanto el sonido particular del llanto de Dieguito" 

(Querido Diego 18). She chides Diego for refusing to 

give her another child: "Me duele mucho Diego que te 

hayas negado a darrae un hijo. El tenerlo habria 

empeorado mi situacion pero iDios mio cuanto sentido 

habria dado a mi vida!" (Querido Diego 18). Later she 

reveals bitterness about his denying her that world 

while giving a child to another woraan: 
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55) 

With Diego, Angelina tried to assimilate to his 

world. Zadkin. one of their acquaintances, tells 
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Angelina that she "ha mexicanizado usted tanto que ha 

olvidado como hacer el te" (Querido Diego 53). Another 

time he makes the following comment upon seeing the two 

together: "iMiren que chistosos se ven los dos juntos: 

el salvaje raexicano, enorme y llamativo y ella, 

criatura pequena y dulce envuelta en una leve 

azulosidad!" (Querido Diego 68). The alienation from 

the French world in which Angelina exists but is not a 

part of is troubling to the artist at times: 
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golpea tu recuerdo y y 
caminar y algo me duel 
tengo que recargarme c 
pared. El otro dia un 
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Angelina struggles with the necessity of becoming 

independent. Elie Faure, Angelina reports, advises her 

to reconsider her clinging to an impossibility: 

"'Angelina, usted siempre ha sido una mujer de un gran 

equilibrio y de buen sentido, tiene usted que rehacer 

su vida. Con Diego todo ha terminado y usted es 

demasiado valiosa'" (Querido D_ie^ 70). She appears to 

accept the truth of her friend's words and tells Diego, 
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"Es inutil pedirte que me escribas, sin embargo 

debenas hacerlo. Sobre todo, contestame esta carta 

que sera la ultima con la que te importune, en la forma 

que creas conveniente pero en, toutes lettres" (Querido 

P^^go 71). An ostensible ending is in reality merely a 

show of bravado and an attempt at defense. In truth 

Angelina holds on to the impossible hope of being 

reunited with Diego. 

Just as desperately hanging on to an impossible 

hope is Rosario Ibarra de Piedra, who refuses to accept 

the impossiblility of a reconciliation with her son who 

has been made to disappear for his political activity. 

Rosario represents a segment of the female population 

which is capable of experiencing a lifelong dependence. 

Rosario is a middle-class married woman with financial 

security and a socially acceptable family. The 

disappearance of her son is very possibly Rosario's 

first experience with abandonment. Rosario feels 

responsible for training her son to be a part of the 

vocal youth questioning authority unaccustomed to 

submitting to scrutiny. The development of Rosario's 

independence represents a problem for those whose 

interests would be served by silencing opposition. She 

refuses to be frightened by superficial intimidation 

tactics meted out by those in charge. As her 

independence strengthens, she elicits cooperation from 
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those in similar circumstances, and she urges these 

souls to refuse intimidation. By her example she 

teaches people (especially women) to be strong. 

Whereas the death of their child and the death of 

the relationship with Diego makes Angelina aware of her 

alienation, Rosario believes that the death of a child 

would be easier to accept than his disappearance. She 

says, "La muerte mata la esperanza, pero la 

desaparicion es intolerable porque ni mata ni deja 

vivir" (Fuerte 80). Rosario's dedication to the cause 

of finding her son separates her from her protected 

existence. Poniatowska characterizes Rosario's 

transition in the following manner: "Rosario solita, 

esta mujer pequena que fue rica y protegida y amada por 

sus hijos, consentida por su esposo, ahora se para en 

todos los juzgados, exigiendo justicia" (Fuerte 105). 

In a manner similar to that of the females depicted in 

La noche de Tlatelolco, Rosario becomes a part of a 

society dedicated to a cause that transcends the family 

structure. Rosario's evolution as a political activist 

is detailed below: 

A lo largo de estos ultimos cinco 
anos, he visto transformarse a 
Rosario, convertir sus 
departamentos del Paseo de la 
Reforma y de Tlatelolco (floreados, 
de carpetitas tejidas y lamparas de 
buro) en su cueva en la colonia 
condesa, todas las paredes 
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Just as Rosario gains transcendence from her quest 

to elicit raeaning from the ordeal of her son, she also 

urges other women to assurae a more assertive stance. 

She is able to organize eighty-three women from several 

states in Mexico and from all strata of society to go 

on a hunger strike to protest the treatment of young 

people by those in power. The common society created 

by these eighty-three women transcends individual 

problems. 
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Yet Rosario is not oblivious to individual 

problems. She also speaks out against oppression in 

the smaller institution of the family unit. She 

opposes machismo, and shows others how to resist the 

out-dated phenomenon. One woman talks to Rosario about 

the guilt she feels for having abandoned her child. 

Rosario counsels the woman to take a stand against the 

attempt of her husband to exclude her from the child's 

life: 

— Es que mi esposo no rae deja, por 
eso no puedo. 
--d-Corao que no puede? d-Usted 
quiere ver a su hijo? 
--Yo si, pero mi marido dice que 
no, y la verdad, yo le tengo miedo. 
(Fuerte 117) 

Rosario will not tolerate this display of feminine 

weakness: 
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rido dice que es su culpa, que 
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—Mire, vamonos usted y yo. 
Y Rosario, ahora si que del 
y por la carcel, hizo de 
madres pusilanimes y 
dientes, seres capaces de^ 
ntar al marido que se habia 
do refunfunando en casa. Al 
que enfrentaban al marido, 

ntaron al carcelero y ahora 
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pueden enfrentar al gobierno. 
(Fuerte 117) 

The protagonists in all of these books make 

statements against accepting without question tired 

values. A society that excludes a large segment of the 

population will no longer function efficiently. Women 

and people living in poverty represent an overwhelming 

majority of the Mexican population. These groups have 

previously not been heard. Elena Poniatowska intends 

to give them a voice. 
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For one discussi 
McLaughlin et al. 

2 
"En poder de mi 

quien andaba quedando 
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3 
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esquina de Tacuba y de 
la calle de Santa Ana. 
por la misraa calle rae 
de enfrente porque ten 
yo paso a paso, piense 
Poniatowska, Hasta 138 

on of genetic explanations, see 

marido nunca me bane porque 6con 
bien? Y no podia voltear a ver a 
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io dos escarmenadores y hasta una 
era soltera. Si de chiquilla 
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ba, me descalabraba y con las 
gre me enllague y se rae acabo el 
izado." Poniatowska, Hasta, 96. 

te los pantalones, nomas me los 
upaba, pero que dijera yo, me voy 
asa, me voy a desvestir porque me 
" Poniatowska, Hasta, 86. 

las calles rectas de Santa Ana 
yeri'a de La Esmeralda en la 
alli me regresaba otra vez hasta 
Subia y bajaba por la calle y 

regresaba. No cruzaba a la acera 
la miedo de perderme, y asi iba 
y piense puras tristezas. II 



CHAPTER V 

SILENCE OF ABSENCE AND 

INDIVIDUAL CHOICE 

In addition to the de Beauvoir-style tendencies in 

her feminism, discussed in the previous chapter, Elena 

Poniatowska demonstrates other existentialist 

qualities. The element of silence used almost as a 

leitmotif in the works punctuates the theme. Her 

management of this theme calls to mind Camus' 

definition of "the absurd" which he says is born of the 

"confrontation between the human need and the 

unreasonable silence of the world" (21). Preponderant 

in Poniatowska' s works is the treatment of the silence 

of absence and the effects of absence on the people who 

are desperate to break through the impenetrable cell 

wall encasing them against communication. Angelina 

Beloff will not accept a tacit rejection by Diego 

Rivera. She yearns instead for reunion with the 

muralist. Failing to obtain a response to her 

entreaties for a sign that he still cares, she asks for 

a direct statement of his lack of intention to see her 

again. Rosario Ibarra de Piedra yearns for reunion 

with the son whose fate remains unknown after having 

been whisked away by the police. Failing to find 

112 
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answers to her requests for information of his 

whereabouts, she asks for details of his death. Jesusa 

Palancares catalogues a succession of absences in her 

life. Though she initially yearns to regain the 

security of togetherness, experience has taught her not 

to question the space vacated but instead to deny that 

another person can have importance in her life. 

Narrators in L^ noche de Tlatelolco suffer absences 

and, like Rosario Ibarra de Piedra, spend a great deal 

of time trying to break through the conspiracy of 

silence to find the truth of the disappearences of 

loved ones. 

Agonizing over the silence of absence appears to 

be a disease symptomatic of the twentieth century. 

Absence is not an event that has occurred just in the 

twentieth century, but its effects appear to be 

especially poignant in a time when, as Antonio Skarmeta 

reminds us, we have the technological capability to be 

in touch with one another wherever we might be whenever 

we have the need or desire: 
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panuelisimos adioses que dejaban 
amantes desconsoladas y favorecian 
falsos juramentos de ternura a la 
distancia complicados cual comedia 
de enredos por la perfecta 
indolencia con que los servicios de 
correos se hacian cargo de ellos. 
Las comunicaciones ligan a la gente 
con otra eficacia y otra urgencia: 
las torturas epistolares se evitan 
a traves de certeros telefonos en 
los que basta digitar una^clave 
para comunicarse con el mas leiano 
araigo, la mas remota amada, o 
alcanzar al patron distante y 
esgrimir prestigiosas excusas para 
no volver el dia prometido al 
trabajo. (263-264) 

Communication has become all-important. We expect to 

be able to reach one another at will. Therefore, when 

an interruption in communication separates an 

individual from a loved one, the resulting silence 

becomes deafening. An empty mailbox represents a 

"tortura epistolar." A phone that does not ring 

pierces the ear with its shriek of stillness. A 

familiar landscape on which an absent loved one refuses 

to materialize becomes a blinding void. The solitude 

of the individual's incomprehensible existence deepens 

as he futilely awaits affirmation that he is not alone. 

An extended period of absence or silence requires 

choices that bring to mind Camus' statement, "there is 

but one truly serious philosophical problem and that is 

suicide" (3). Suicide, Camus contends, is an act 

"prepared within the silence of the heart, as is a 
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great work of art. The man himself is ignorant of it" 

(4). 

Cynthia Steele studies Poniatowska's Querido Diego, 

t± abraza Quiela from a psychological point of view and 

concludes that Angelina Beloff suffers from an "anxious 

attachment" syndrome (20). One might expand Steele's 

study and conclude that Camus' "divorce between man and 

his life" (5) implies a psychological choice of 

suicides. I see a choice of conscious or passive 

suicides in all of Poniatowska's works. I am 

characterizing the choice as follows: 1) a symbolic 

social suicide or 2) psychological murder and 

emotional suicide. I use the term social suicide to 

mean a complete change in one's social reality. 

Everyday routines are destroyed. The friends and 

family with whom the individual has formerly found 

comfort are no longer available to provide or are no 

longer capable of providing comfort. Household and 

work routines are radically altered. I define 

psychological murder as a deliberate eradication of an 

image that haunts and preoccupies the individual. The 

person wishing to perpetuate his social reality must 

distance himself from the presence that possesses his 

mind and prevents him from carrying on his normal 

routines. Thus, he must commit a kind of psychological 

murder to free himself from the troubling memory. 
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Emotional suicide I see as co-existent with psycho

logical raurder. Destruction of a possessing image to 

which a larger than life importance has been assigned 

likewise destroys or mutilates the affective portion of 

the personality. The attempt to cure the problem 

requires that the person symbolically commit simultan

eous raurder and suicide so that he can return to his 

comforting social reality where he can pretend that 

nothing has changed, and he can boast of self-

sufficiency . 

This is, of course, a simplistic overstatement of 

these options. However, it seems evident that 

Poniatowska intends for her literary endeavors to 

trouble the reader and to deny him the comfort of 

oblivion. Her presentation of characters offers a clue 

to her purpose in writing. Diversion clearly does not 

figure in this purpose. Her selection of a cast of 

living characters (or characters who have lived) 

relieves the author's obligation to ascribe believa-

bility to the characters. They exist. How, then, can 

their substance be doubted? Furthermore, presentation 

of round characters is not necessarily desirable in 

raodern literature. The writer's primary task becomes 

that of distancing the characters sufficiently to 

circumvent the reader's human instinct to experience 

vicariously each victory and defeat and subsequently 
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relegate the experience to a comfortable past that 

requires no further thought or action. Having 

identified the works of the author as a literature of 

ideas, the reader has an option to extract structures 

from the works such as the one discussed in this 

chapter: that of the individual's choice of some form 

of suicide in the face of the silence of absence. 

Whether the suicide is passive or whether it involves a 

conscious choice, it is a natural by-product of 

existence. 

The presentation of Angelina Beloff exemplifies 

Poniatowska's technique of distancing. The reader may 

approach sympathy when considering the plight of 

Angelina. He can recognize elements of universal 

problems, and he can associate his own experiences with 

those of the protagonist. Nevertheless, inherent in 

Poniatowska's choice of the Russian painter is a 

certain amount of distancing: the protagonist is a 

victim of her times, yet her isolation is self-imposed. 

She spurns her friends; she neglects her baby; she 

abandons her art (with which she could reach out to 

others); she refuses to see or accept reality. She is 

obsessed with the idea of possessing another 

individual. 

Angelina Beloff makes the choice of passive 

suicide. She tells Diego that she is paralyzed by his 
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silence. She asks him to make the choice for her when 

she writes the following words: 

Sobre todo, contestame esta carta 
que sera la ultima con la que te 
importune, en la forma que creas 
conveniente pero ^n toutes lettres. 
No necesitas darrae muchas 
explicaciones, unas cuantas 
palabras seran suficientes, un 
cable, la cosa es que me las digas. 
(Querido Diego 71) 

Diego has in fact by his silence made the choice for 

her, but Angelina refuses to accept his choice. She 

refuses to commit the psychological murder that would 

definitively extricate all possibility of reunion with 

the one she perceives as the only man she will ever 

love. Her friends tell her that she must rid herself 

of the obsession that she will be reunited with Diego: 

filie Faure fue claro: "Angelina, 
usted siempre ha sido una mujer de 
un gran equilibrio y de buen 
sentido, tiene usted que rehacer su 
vida. Con Diego todo ha terminado 
y usted es demasiado valiosa. . ." 
Ya no recuerdo lo que siguio 
diciendo porque no quise 
escucharlo, ni lo crei siquiera. 
(Querido Diego 70) 

Zadkin, another friend, tries to make her see reality: 

"'Angelina, 6que no sabes que el amor no puede for-

zarse a traves de la compasi6n?'" (Querido Die^ 49). 
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Angelina herself corapares her preoccupation with an 

absent Diego to having a toothache: 

Ahora es tiempo de 
De otro modo arrib 
sufrimiento inutil 
monotono como un d 
con el misrao resul 
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In this passage she persists in refraining from making 

the decision to eradicate hope that Diego still loves 

her. Maintaining this hope is, after all, her only 

possibility for avoiding emotional suicide. In 

continuing to refuse her only real option, Angelina 

suffers the worst of both options at once: passively 

she commits psychological raurder and emotional suicide. 

She cannot continue to love without bitterness. She 

also commits social suicide. Her life has changed 

irreversibly. She doesn't listen to the friends who 

try to help her rebuild her life. She tells in the 

November 15 letter of her altered relationship with her 

friends: 
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En la noche es cuando me desmorono, 
todo puedo inventarlo por la manana 
e incluso hacerle frente a los 
amigos que encuentro en el atelier, 
y me preguntan que' pasa contigo y a 
quienes no me atrevo a decir que no 
he recibido una linea tuya. 
Contesto con evasivas, estas bien, 
trabajas, en realidad me avergiienza 
no poder comunicarles nada. 
Jacobsen quiere ir a Mexico y te 
envio tres cables dirigidos al 
cuidado de la Universidad Nacional 
con la respuesta pagada y ninguno 
ha sido contestado. Hflie Faure 
estuvo un poco enfermo y se queja 
de tu silencio. Todos preguntan 
por ti, bueno, al principio, ahora 
cada vez menos y esto es lo que rae 
duele, querido Diego, su silencio 
aunado al tuyo, un silencio 
co'raplice, terrible, aun mas 
evidente cuando nuestro tema de 
conversacion has sido siempre tif o 
la pintura o Mexico. Tratamos de 
hablar de otra cosa, veo como lo 
intentan y al rato se despiden y yo 
rae voy metida de nuevo en mi esfera 
de silencio que eres tu, tu y el 
silencio, yo adentro del silencio, 
yo dentro de ti que eres la 
ausencia, camino dentro del 
caparazon de tu silencio. El otro 
dia vi claramente a Maria Zeting y 
estoy segura de que ella rae vio, 
sin embargo agacho la cabeza y paso 
a un extremo de la acera para no 
saludarrae. (Querido Diego 16) 

Distancing in the case of Rosario Ibarra de Piedra 

is a little raore difficult for both reader and writer. 

The author expresses open adrairation for the direction 

and single-purposed dedication to the cause 

demonstrated by the woraan from Monterrey. The reader 

also has little choice but to admire her actions. This 
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character is distanced perhaps by her unapproachable 

integrity and by her unwarranted tenacity and optimism. 

She resembles Camus' Sisyphus whom, Camus tells us, we 

should consider happy in his interminable task. 

Repeated failures do not dim her obstinate devotion to 

the task. In fact the failures appear to strengthen 

the resolve to fight. Poniatowska makes a direct 

statement about the need to distance herself from 

Rosario's suffering while listening to Rosario recite a 

list of various examples of government-initiated 

disappearances. The writer feels a need to distract 

herself by watching a snail on the wall. But even the 

distraction calls up a meraory to draw the writer back 

to the issue discussed: 

La voz de Rosario ha subido de 
tono, se ha hecho rads r^pida, 
deraandante y la esperanza que hay 
en ella me resulta intolerable. 
Desvio la vista, y tras de Rosario, 
veo de pronto en la pared la estela 
plateada de un caracol que sube por 
el muro de tezontle. d-Qû  diablos 
hace un caracol en pleno zdcalo 
sobre un muro rojo de Catedral? 
i,C6mo llego hasta aqui? Lo miro, 
me distraigo, descanso del dolor de 
Rosario, el caracol se desliza 
lentamente con su casa a cuestas, 
puedo ver su cabeza, sus cuatro 
cuernitos, avanza con dificultad, 
hace su camino, jcuanto esfuerzo, 
cuanto! iCdmo pudo Hegar? Serd 
porque es 6poca de Huvias; su 
huella humeda brilla al sol, es un 
cordon irisado; va derramando su 
baba, que no le pase nada, recuerdo 
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Rosario Ibarra de Piedra has more choice than does 

Angelina Beloff, because the absence of Jesus Piedra is 

not voluntary. Ibarra de Piedra can direct her anger 

for the child's silence to strangers. Leaders of a 

political party which iraposes a silence of absence on 

its constituents provide a target. The anger expressed 

by both Rosario and Elena Poniatowska steras frora the 

discrepancy between the stated objectives of an 

official institutionalized revolutionary party which 

ostensibly provides a model for democracy but which 
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unofficially practices silencing opposition by shooting 

innocent protestors and by making dissenters disappear. 

Rosario makes a conscious choice for social 

suicide. She alters her life irrevocably. To continue 

the comforts of her bourgeois existence would be 

criminal in her own eyes. Her child's comfort has been 

destroyed by acceptance of her teachings that the 

individual has the right and responsibility to speak 

out against repression. Therefore, the psychological 

murder and emotional suicide implicit in a choice to 

continue to enjoy the fruits of an artificial social 

reality is unthinkable. Rosario instead chooses to 

create and surround herself with a society of the 

families of the "desaparecidos," vowing to search for 

and expose the truth of those who silence young people 

learning the process of democracy. 

Elena Poniatowska, in presenting Rosario's story, 

implies approval of Rosario. As a matter of fact, the 

author herself demonstrates an engagement similar to 

that of Rosario. The reader might infer from sections 

in Fuerte es el_ silencio and Lia_ noche de Tlatelolco 

that the silence of absence has touched the author in 

the death of her brother Jan. In Ĵ ^ "oche d_e 

Tlatelolco distancing is accomplished by presenting 

events with multiple perspective, thus denying the 

reader catharsis through identification. The author's 
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carefully managed anger avoids a direct statement about 

her loss. The emotion evoked by the documentary is 

stronger because of the repression of sentimentality. 

Jan is given two passages in U. noche de Tlatelolco. 

both of which express ideas representative of all of 

the youth involved in the demonstrations. The first is 

a dialog between Jan and his sister in which the older 

sibling warns of the danger of his protest activities. 

The youth expresses his conviction that he is immortal: 

—iPor Dios! iestan locos de 
remate! j Los pueden matar! d-Que 
les pasa? Estan totalmente 
virolos. --Somos inmortales 
. . . Ademas todo lo tenemos rebien 
estudiado, la hora, quien echa 
aguas, el coche andando, la 
cantidad de pintura, tu olvidate mi 
vieja que pa'pintas, somos 
expertazos. 

--Ay, no es cierto, no te 
creo. Pero, 6quien les dijo que 
hicieran eso? (La noche 39) 

"Somos inmortales" might be the international creed of 

young people. To have someone close to the author 

express the sentiment common to all participants 

indicates an intimate involvement of the author that 

calls attention to the suppressed rage the reader 

experiences through the pages of Ĵa noche de^ 

Tlatelolco. Equally universal is what follows when the 

writer lectures the younger brother on the dangers of 

the students' actions: 
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--Ay Jan, se estan muriendo 
muchachos, hay desaparecidos, 
suceden cosas muy graves y tu una 
noche haces una pinta y a la otra 
vassal Capri y te sales sin pagar. 
6Que les pasa? De veras, estan 
locos. . . (L^ noche 39) 

Jan's response underlining the spirit of festivity that 

had surrounded the activities might as easily come from 

any of the participants in the protest moveraent: "No 

mana, asi es esto. iSon ondas que nos entran!" (La 

noche 39) 

The observations of Paula Amor de Poniatowski, 

mother of Jan and Elena Poniatowska, after witnessing 

the silent demonstration could also have been just as 

easily stated by any of the mothers of the 

demonstrators: 
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The lasting sub-surface fear, anger, psychological 

damage succinctly expressed by Paula Amor de 
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Poniatowska to the author at Jan's funeral also 

enhances the silent lack of comprehension experienced 

by the young people and their families: 

El dia 8 de diciembre que llevamos 
a enterrar a Jan, mi madre, al 
salir, miro por la ventanilla del 
coche en ese lento viaje de regreso 
que ya no la llevaba a ninguna 
parte y vio un helicoptero en el 
cielo —todos lo oimos. Nunca 
olvidare su rostro y la voz de su 
raiedo: 

—Un helicoptero. iDios mio!, 
6donde habra una manifestacion? (La 
noche 272) 

The more impassioned responses (still universal) come 

from persons not closely related to the author, 

allowing the author to maintain control through 

distancing : 
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The nine-year gap between publication of ^ noche de 

Tlatelolco and that of Fuerte es el silencio does not 

appear to temper appreciably the anger of the author 

toward the government of Diaz Ordaz: "El 18 de 
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septiembre de 1968, cuando el ejercito entro en la 

Ciudad Universitaria, acto que aun nos indigna" (Fuerte 

50). In speaking of the paranoia of the government in 

the face of the student demonstrations preceding the 

Olympic games in Mexico City in 1968, Poniatowska 

reports the events as follows: 
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Thus, many Mexicans, as a result of events at 

Tlatelolco were forced to make the choice between 

social suicide and psychological murder and emotional 

suicide. Poniatowska, it appears, chose social 

suicide. She has not forgotten and vows not to forget 

the events of that night. The space vacated by a 

family member strengthens her resolve to keep the deeds 

of a paternalistic government in front of its 

constituents. 

In the case of Jesusa Palancares, distancing is 

accomplished by the use of the confession. This 

technique was favored by picaresque authors in early 

Spanish literature and is still in vogue in the 

twentieth century, being used by authors as diverse as 

Camilo Jose Cela in Jjâ  familia de Pascual Duarte and 

William Styron in The Confessions of Nat Turner and 

Jose Ruben Romero in îâ  vida inutil de Pito Perez. With 

this technique the character himself provides the 

reader with cause to refrain frora identifying too 

closely. Just as the raultiple perspective used in ̂lâ  

noche de Tlatelolco distances the reader, the episodic 

nature of the confession provides a disjointed 

narration. The presence of the author/narrator 

(Poniatowska) in the narration further distances the 

protagonist frora her audience. The intimacy gained by 

the confession, thus, is limited to sympathy with the 
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ideas presented, not with emotional identification with 

the main character. 

Jesusa Palancares has fewer choices than her 

bourgeois counterparts. Her physical survival depends 

upon her ability to commit psychological murder and 

emotional suicide. Her choice, like that of Angelina 

Beloff, is determined by forces beyond her control. 

Jesusa's social reality is in a constant state of 

change. Each time she experiences the silence of 

absence her social situation changes radically. Her 

ability to adapt represents a choice for social and 

physical survival. Jesusa's first encounter with 

separation occurred with the death of her mother. 

Jesusa was still a child and had not yet learned that 

emotions were luxuries not to be meted out to those on 

the margin of survival: 
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Queria que me taparan alli con mi 
mama. 

Cuando me sacaron yo estaba 
llorando toda entierrada. Entiendo 
que por haber agarrado aire del 
camposanto se me ponen los ojos 
colorados y cada que hace viento me 
lastiman porque desde esa epoca 
tengo el aire del camposanto en los 
ojos. (Hasta 17) 

The child prepared herself for another significant 

absence when her father, who had always been a 

wanderer, told her and her brother that it was time to 

leave the prison in Tehuantepec in Oaxaca where they 

had lived with the step-raother Evarista and the 

step-grandraother Fortunata. Jesusa had developed a 

fondness for the two women, and the prison had felt 

like home. This separation, however, seems easier for 

the child than parting with her mother had been. It is 

somewhat natural, she believes. She demonstrates her 

ability to adapt to the situation. And. she 

acknowledges, she still has her father: 

Alia ibamos Emiliano y yo. 
Asi tuviera yo mucho quehacer y 
mucho amor a la casa y todo. pues a 
liar el petate y vamonos a donde 
Dios diga. Pero a mi me daba harto 
contentamiento andar de unica mujer 
con mi papa. (Hasta 41) 

Family violence, however, errupts to upset the plans. 

Evarista in an uncontrollable fit of anger slashes the 
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child for being clumsy. Fortunata then beats Evarista 

and runs her off. Subsequently upon the father's 

return, Fortunata runs him off for allowing the 

violence to occur. Finally, the step-grandmother 

entrusts the child to the care of a stranger. The 

child accepts this additional separation with stoicism: 

No supimos nosotros ni a que 
horas se fue ni como, pero si pense 
que mi papa y Emiliano habian 
agarrado pa Salina Cruz a estarse 
con mi cunada Ignacia. Mi 
madrastra Evarista se quedo con su 
padre. A mi rae entrego la rectora 
con una senora que yo no conocia y 
rae dijo: 

--Mira, es tu madrina. 
--Esta bien, senora Fortunata. 

(Hasta 44) 

By the time Jesusa finds her father again, he 

rejects her and denies having a daughter: 

--6Que viniste a hacer? 
—Pues a buscarte, vini. . . 
--6Quien te dio rai direccion? 
Yo no le conteste nada. 
— N o tienes para que venirme a 

buscar porque tu no eres ni rai 
hija. 
(Hasta 56) 

By this tirae Jesusa has learned by experience that 

eraotion is a luxury. She characteristically uses her 

only defense against emotional suffering. She lashes 

out in anger, denying her vulnerability: 
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Me dio coraje. 
—6C6mo que no soy tu hija? 
—iNo tengo hijas, largate! 
Entonces yo le dije: 
--iAh! 6 No soy tu hija. . .? 

Pues sabelo que tu tampoco eres mi 
padre. 

Y me di la media vuelta. 
(Hasta 56) 

Jesusa's friend Luisa, who had advised Jesusa of 

Felipe's whereabouts, advises her to forget him: 

Pues. . . pues. . . vamonos, aqui la cosa esta muy 

chueca, mejor vamonos y olvidate de que alguna vez hubo 

Felipe Palancares." (Hasta 57) But she admits that she 

misses Emiliano. She says, "Pero corao el y yo nos 

criamos juntos, nomas a el lo quise. Si, nomas a el" 

(Hasta 57). Although Jesusa is later reunited with her 

father by the death of Emiliano, the affection is gone. 

Jesusa herself initiates the next separation between 

them when her father mistreats her. And she is 

relatively unconcerned by Felipe's death. .These 

separations are only the beginning in a long list of 

absences experienced by the woman. Her confession 

indicates a growing defense against the effects of 

absence. Perceiving herself as being near death, 

Jesusa denies ever having needed affection. She denies 

that she and Perico (the orphan she raised) cared for 

one another. Jesusa alludes to her own life in terms 

of the Sisyphus myth: 
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Es rete duro eso de no raorirse 
a tiempo. Cuando estoy mala no 
abro mi puerta en todo el dia; dias 
enteros me la ^aso atrancada, si 
acaso hiervo te o atole o algo que 
me hago. Pero no salgo a darle 
guerra a nadie y nadie se para en 
mi puerta. Un dia que rae quede 
aqui atorzonada, mi puerta estara 
atrancada. Por eso le digo a Dios 
que me deje morir alia en la punta 
de un cerro. Si Dios rae cumpliera, 
no rae costaria raas que las fuerzas 
para remontarme el cerro. (Hasta 
315) 

Here she shows adaptability or psychological 

propensity toward emotional suicide. Even though she 

asks to prescribe the terms of death, she is ready for 

any eventuality: "Pero como Dios no les da alas a los 

alacranes ponzonosos, pues quie'n sabe. Yo se lo pido a 

El, pero si no, pues que se haga su voluntud" (315-16). 

2 
God's will was not accomplished until 1987. 

Absence and its concomitant silence do not in 

theraselves represent empty tragedy in these four works. 

A Sisyphus kind of coraraitraent to the task of reaching 

out beyond oneself to others appears to transcend the 

futility of tragedy. Rosario Ibarra de Piedra 

alleviates her own suffering by pointing the way for 

others who have less ability in or experience dealing 

with the silence of absence. Emotionally she makes 

every child who has disappeared her own. Jesusa 

Palancares, while protesting that she has never known 
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love or affection from or toward any other individual, 

demonstrates compassion for those she perceives as less 

fortunate than herself. She never turns away any 

person or animal that she can help. Angelina Beloff's 

suffering is never assuaged because she is never able 

to reach out to others, and she cannot be touched by 

those who are willing to reach out to her. Elena 

Poniatowska, who proves to be a kind of absent 

protagonist whose presence is always felt behind the 

scenes, through her prose reaches out beyond herself. 

As she herself says, she gives a voice to those who 

suffer the consequences of silence. 

Many of the persons discussed or portrayed in 

these four works experience an abrupt ending to a 

relationship followed by an extended, unexplained 
* 

absence. The resultant silence creates an impenetrable 

barrier against communication or an abyss into which 

words float impotently. The individual attempting to 

comprehend the implications of the absence must 

reassess his social and psychological realities. Often 

the situation requires a choice between undesirable 

solutions. The author appears to favor an existential 

coraraitraent to reaching out to others less fortunate. 
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1 

Notes 

For a discussion of the narrative structure of 
Hasta no verte Jesus mio see Beth Ellen Jorgensen: 
Texto ê  ideologia en la obra de Elena Poniatowska, 
diss., U. of Wisconsin-Madison, 1986. Ann Arbor: UMI, 
1987. 8613396. 

"E. Poniatowska:. . . resulta que murio la 
Jesusa Palancares, que es la protagonista de Hasta n^ 
verte Jesus mio. 

RLW: d,Cuando murio? 
EP: El veinticinco de mayo pasado, a las siete de 

la manana. Este hecho me conmovio muchisimo." 
"Entrevista con Elena Poniatowska." with Raymond L. 
Williams. Revista de Estudios Colombianos 5 (1988): 
71-74. 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION: VOICES FROM THE SILENCE 

These four works by Elena Poniatowska challenge 

the reader's conscience. They ask that the reader 

become aware of the ways we silence communication to 

oppress one another. An awareness of problems precedes 

solutions. In many instances the problems appear so 

monumental that the individual feels insignificant in 

the task of working toward solutions. It is difficult 

to fathom how one person can make a difference. 

Poniatowska provides an antidote for complacent apathy. 

She deplores the practice of many of her bourgeois 

peers who avoid going to downtown Mexico City, because 

they do not want to see and experience guilt for the 

poverty on San Juan de Letran. As long as the poverty 

is silent and unseen, it does not touch them. She 

speaks out against stoical acceptance of the myth of 

male superiority and of the silencing of women and 

therefore silencing the contributions to society that 

women can make. She exposes the fallacy inherent in 

the idea that each person is alone in the world and 

that there is no solution for the existential solitude 

of the individual. 

136 
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Poniatowska presents the silence of poverty 

through characters who have no voice in their own 

destinies. There is no sense of progression. They 

move laterally through life from youth to death with no 

sense of purpose other than that of day-to-day 

survival. Displacement is a constant element. If they 

become a part of any world, it is a world in exile. 

Abandonment is commonplace. Family structures are 

rearranged to fit the supplies of housing and food. 

There is nobody to hear the words that have been 

silenced by their ignorance. Yet within this silence 

of poverty, there are those who make a difference. 

Jesusa Palancares, denied access to knowledge by her 

poverty, instinctively reaches out to those she can 

help. The extent to which she is able to help is 

limited by her poverty. Even though she herself 

struggles for survival, she does not allow the cries 

she hears for help to fall into the abyss of silence. 

She responds to the cries. She makes a difference in 

the life of a child who was orphaned as she had been 

orphaned. Protesting that she does not understand and 

has never experienced love, she manifests a capacity 

for love that transcends abstraction. Growing up in a 

world of silence, it is the word "love" that she does 

not understand. Intuitively, she provides a model 

concretely exemplifying the emotion. Jesusa brings an 
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element of personal dignity to the human condition. 

Angelina Beloff accepts her poverty with slightly less 

dignity. She is paralyzed by her situation. Diego's 

silence deafens her against cries for help from those 

less fortunate than she. She cannot reach out to 

others to receive or give help. 

Acceptance of the idea that the female should 

remain silent is also challenged by Poniatowska. 

Beginning at the birth of civilization, women have been 

considered subordinate to men. The women in 

Poniatowska's books are in various stages of immanence. 

Older generation women in JLa noche de Tlatelolco are 

divided between those who admire the younger, 

independent women and those who deplore the impudence 

of younger and raore vocal women. The younger woraen 

refuse to accept a role of silence. Rosario Ibarra de 

Piedra provides a role-model for the woman tired of 

deferring all decisions to men. Rosario makes a 

difference. She speaks out and encourages other women 

to do the same. Not only does she encourage them, but 

she also shows them how. Jesusa Palancares has little 

notion of the abstract word "feminisra"; yet she 

exemplifies an ideal by acting as an individual. She 

never pauses to consider whether or not she is 

overstepping the boundary lines for feminine behavior. 

She does what appears to be necessary for survival. 
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Angelina Beloff rejects her childhood training in 

independence. She presents a negative role model for 

the feminist. Silently she awaits masculine 

affirmation of her personal worth. 

Poniatowska refuses to lend credence to the 

conception that the individual is impotent in dealing 

with the silence of absence. She affirms, as does 

Camus, that there is usually a gap between desire and 

possibility. Decisive action, however, proves to be 

more effective in dealing with this silence. 

Ostensible failure in achieving goals is a unifying 

factor in the cases presented by the author. Rosario 

Ibarra de Piedra fails to find her son. Jesusa 

Palancares fails in her effort to educate herself and 

to improve the quality of life for Perico. The 

students fail in 1968 to achieve their stated goals. 

Angelina Beloff fails to get Diego to end his silence 

toward her. Despite these failures, there is a hint 

that the effort made by decisive action paved the way 

for later success. Because of the action taken by 

Rosario. many other young people were released. 

Rosario's voice was heard and was a factor that the 

government had to deal with. Later administrations 

learned from the raistakes made by previous ones. 

Evarista's awakening of the desire for knowledge in 

Jesusa encouraged her to want an education for Perico 
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Perico, though he did not act as Jesusa thought he 

should, appeared to show remorse for his treatment of 

Jesusa. Hope looms that he was touched by the woman 

and will want to improve the life of his children when 

the time comes. Although the students were silenced by 

the regime of Diaz Ordaz. the next president renounced 

the actions taken by the former president. Angelina 

Beloff's lack of decisive action and her inability to 

reach beyond herself reinforced her failure to achieve 

her goal. The message appears to be that change is 

slow, but each individual has a responsibility to 

attempt to effect significant changes where inequities 

exist. 

Elena Poniatowska considers the message important. 

Through her efforts and through the efforts of those 

she reaches, the voices of those heretofore relegated 

to a world of silence will be heard. At the same time 

she pays careful attention to the literary presentation 

of details to insure that her message will not be 

discarded for lack of reader interest. Each message is 

carefully adjusted into an appropriate narrative form. 

Each character or narrative focus is allowed to tell 

her story lyrically in her own vo ice. 
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